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Notebook
Suddenly we are getting an awful lot of
requests from Mayfield for back issues of the
News containing comments in my Notebook
where I discussed certain pay bills introduced in the General Assembly by Senator Carroll Hubbard.

A Great Experience
It was my pleasure .to have been in
Frankfort last Friday during the last, hectic
hours of the General Assembly.Having been
granted credentials to sit in the press section
of both the House and Senate I had a ciear
view of the inner workings of these august,
legislative bodies.

If anybody has the remote notion that
Wendell Ford isn't his own man, they should
think again. Some of the most astute and experienced legislators have told me that Wendell Ford is perhaps the most knowledgeable man in Kentucky about the inner workings of state government, and having seen
his performance at close range last week, I
can say they know whereof they speak.
The Bad Publicity
It is a sad commentary on my own profession that oftentimes the most controversial bills are given the widest publicity
in the press. Alleged favoritism for "special
interests" make good reading, but the truly
great legislation that was enacted for the
"little people" during the recent session has
yet to be published.
Little has been said about the fact that
the minimum wage for employees in Kentucky has been raised to the national level of
$1.60 an hour. Previously it was something
like 65 cents an hour, not what you would
call a living wage.
Lttle has been said either about the generic drug bill that requires doctors to offer
their patients the choice of prescriptions by
brand name or by their generic equivalent.
In simple terms this means that prescriptions can be filled much less expensively if
the patient chooses to select the generic
equivalent of the prescription rather than
the highly advertised brand.
In the field of consumer protection the
Ford Administration will stand out as the
one in Kentucky history that gave "the little man" the opportunity to speak for himself.
Such legislation as the one that protects
customers from being "skinned" by fly-bynight, high pressure magazine salesmen,
roofing "experts," car salesmen, and scores
of other "sales experts" are now on the rolls
of Kentucky laws, that weren't there before
Wendell Ford became governor.
On the statutes of Kentucky there is now
a Consumers Advisory Council of 16 members who will be "watch dogs," of the public's purse strings. Governor Ford signed this
consumer legislation on February 17. In discussing the matter with him I can tell you
right now it is not going to be a "window
dressing" Commission, but a real, live, and
active group that will hear, and take action
on complaints from consumers who have
been defrauded by specious sales talk.
...And Many More
Some day I would like to find the time
to document all the good legislation that the
Ford Administration has sponsored and enacted into law during the-last session.
If I do find that time, and I hope I will,
you'll be able to feel, as I do, that this was
truly a good year for consumer protection
laws. . . that's you and me!
From Way Out West
Our favorite son, and good reporter, is
Continued on page 2
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Suddenly, almost without realizing it, Kentucky's fiscal courts have achieved one of their
long-sought goals. The Kentucky Legislature has
granted their long-standing demand for home
rule.

Our files of the issue are almost depleted. If you intended to get a copy we' suggest
that you hurry.

I left the Governor's office about four
a. m., but Governor Ford and his staff stayed
until the last gavel had sounded and the Assembly had adjourned.
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Judge Menees Says Home Rule
For County Is Good And Bad

Mayfield Mail

My views were like the song,"on a clear
day (or night) you can see forever." Up until
the early hours of Saturday morning, with
the legislators dog-tired and sleepy new laws
were being passed like there wasn't a single
one on the books already.
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INSTANT INFERNO Monday night greeted Fulton firemen es they arrived st this
seals ks tho
Missionary Bottoms less than two minutes after the alarm was turned in.
Building was the
vacant old Cowell grocery, across Kentucky Averwe from the Coca-Cola plant,
which can be
seen at the right of the flames. Cause; of the fire Is unknown, but there are suspicions ..

Another Vacant Building Becomes
An Instant Inferno: Is It Arson?
(By Paul Westpheling)
Few things are as dreadful
to hear as the fire siren being
sounded late at night, for it
always means trouble, generally bad trouble. Through the
years, practically all of Fulton's disastrous fires in the
business district have been discovered after the firms had
closed, gone home and left
something
unattended
that
eventually burst into flame and
quietly ate its way through the
innards of a bark room.
Thus It Is, when we work
late at night here at the News
office, the piercing wall of the
fire siren brings us to the street
in a hurry.
Last Monday night was such
a night. As the siren sounded,
we ran to the street to see
which
way
the truck was
heading, and didn't even have
to ask. The whole northern
horizon was lit up by a big
fire somewhere up in the Missionary bottoms area, and a
quick trip up in that direction
disclosed that the old Cowell
Grocery building on Kentucky
Avenue, across from the CocaCola plant, was a roaring inferno even before the truck
arrived.
Fulton firemen were unable
to put out the blaze, and had
to confine their efforts to saving the large home next door,
which they did, thanks to the
fact that little wind was blowing.
This makes the third time
in less than a year that the same
sight has greeted firemen In
this same area...And the third
time that we have been on hand
to witness a roaring inferno
even before the fire trucks
arrived.
The whole turn of events
seems lobe following a pattern:
In each case the fire is in a
vacant building, the pattern Is
confined to a small area of
the city (see map), cause is
unknown, and the fire gains
such headway that total destruction is assured. And in
practically every case there
is substantial traffic on the
street by the building for someone to detect and report a small
blaze before it reaches the
major proportions than did the
fires included on the above map.
In other words, is there an
arsonist, or arsonists, in the
area? Local authorities admit
to me that arson is hard to
prove, and arsonists hard to
catch, and thus far they have
no leads, on any of the mys(Continued on page 6)
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RECENT FIRES of mysterious origin in or near Ow Missionary Bottoms area of Fulton — all erupting late at night
and all on unoccupied houses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
I.

South side of Vine Street
Pearl Village
Duplex under construction for the Housing Authority;
Parrott home on Norman Street
Two vacant houses at McComb and Vine last September
Two vacant houses on Burns Ave. last September
Old Cowell grocery on Ky. Avenue last Monday night
Shuck residence, Pearl Village, last August

S.F.Methodist
Plans Bar-B-G
Supper April 7
The South Fulton United
Methodist Church will sponsor
a barbecue supper Friday, April
7, at the South Fulton School
Cafeteria from 4.30 p.m. until 7.30 p.m. The menu will
consist of barbecue, potato salad, slaw, baked beans, pie and
coffee or cold drinks.
Tickets will be sold in advance and at the door the night
of the supper. Adults, $1.50
and children under 12 years of
age, 75. You are requested
to get tickets in advance if possible, so the food committee
will have some Idea as to how
much food to prepare.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth McGehee and Mr. and Mrs. Junior Bequette are chairman of
the supper. For tickets call
Gary Parker, 479-1583 or Curtis Murphy, 479-2789. Tickets
may be purchased from other
members of the church, also.
All proceeds from the supper
will be used in the church.

Candidate To
Visit In Cayce
Sunday afternoon, March 26,
from 3-5 p.m., there will be
an open house at the Cayce
Methodist Church for Kenneth
Burkhart, a nominee for representative of the First District to the US, Congress.
Burkhart is seeking the seat
currently held by veteran congressman Frank A Stubblefield.
People of the area are invited to meet Burkhart, brother
of Mrs. Joe B. Wall, formerly
of Paducah, who is now residing in Crutchfield.
ANNOUNCES DIRECTORS
David McCoy, chairman of
the Retail Merchant Bureau announced the results of the recent election held by the
bureau. Named an directors in
the mail ballot were: Bob Bay,
one year; Philip Andrews, Salty Baker, Waid Green and
Charles McMorries, two years.

So quickly has the change
come about that it undoubted/1 will take most county fiscal
counts some time to work into
their new roles. For when Gov.
%endell Ford signs the bids into
law, they will become different
kinds of bodies. The change
v..iLl mean more powers, and
more responsibilities, for the
county officials and more rights
for the citizens.
In commenting on the new
legislation James C. ,Menees.
Judge of the Fulton County Fiscal Court, said that the measure would be very helpful in
administering some phases of
the court that heretofore have
been impossible to do.

Stubblefield
Files Papers
For Candidacy

debts, pay bilis and enforce
state laws.
They have had no authority
to enact their own ordinances,
and whatever actions they undertook were narrowly circumscribed by the authority of the
He added however that it elate
could be dangerous in the hands The bill passed by the House
of some office holders who last week, gives the Fiscal
might wish to raise taxes with- Court of every county the auout prior approval of the peo- thority "to exercise all the
rights, powers, franchises and
ple.
"While the new law does give privileges including the power
courtS a great deal of authori- to levy all taxes not in conflict
ty." Judge Menees said. "it with the Constitution land
talso makes it possible for mak- statutes of this state . .."
ing sometimes costly expendi- The change is a historic one,
tures that are not always ex- altering the basic structure of
Kentucky government. It will
tremely necessary," he said.
Heretofore, county govern- allow local problems to be
ments have done very little solved by those beat able to do
governing. Essentially, they se. the citizens themselves, acthave been administrative arms ing through their elected local
of the state government 'with officials. Local problems can he
at tlhority to collect property attacked on a sustained basis
taxes, maintain roads, incur
(Continued on page 6)

Creek Work Will
Include City Area

Representative Frank A. StubThe News was advised this week, by telegram
blefield filed his declaration
papers as a candidate for re- from the office of Frank Stubblefield in Washelection from Kentucky's First
ington, that a "favorable discussion" by the Chief
Congressional District Monday,
his Washington office announc- of Engineers on the Harris Fork creek project
ed He will be subject to the has resulted in expansion of the project to include
democratic primary to be held flood control
improvement construction for the
on May 23, 1972.
Representative Stubblefield is urban areas of Fulton County and South Fulton,
presently fourth making mem- Tennessee.
ber of the House Agrioukure
Under the proposed report of the chief of
Committee. He Is chairman of
the Dairy and Poultry Sub- engineers, the recommending plan will provide
committee. He also serves on
the important Tobacco Sub- good flood control protection for Fulton urban
committee, and Conservation area and adequate protection, to the bordering
and Credit Subcommittee which farmland down stream at an estimated federal
handles Watershed programs
cost of $2,813,000.00 and the non-farm cost estiwith nineteen such projects being fully or partly lociated itt mated at $354,000.00 and a total project cost
hie distract
amounting WV:267;000.00.
Stubblefield behevete his key
positions on the Watershed
Although, Stubblefield was furnished this
Subcommittee and the House preliminary report by the Chief of Engineers he
Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee, which has jurisdic- was reminded that the final report will only, be
tion over the nation's water- sent officially to Congress after various state
ways, are a safeguard toward agencies in Kentucky and Tennessee have reviewthe continuance of these two
commented on the food control proposal.
important segments of federal ed and
funding for the First District

Bill Curlin
May Quit
House Race
The Lexington Leader said
Tuesday it had reports that Rep.
William P. Curtin might withdraw from the May congressional primary election.
Curtin, elected to fill the
vacancy created by the death
of Rep. John C. Watts, earlier
had declared himself a candidate for re-election,
The Leader said sources
close to Curlin refused to confirm or deny the reports of his
withdrawal and that Curlin was
in a
committee meeting in
Washington and unavailable for
comment.
An aide was quoted as saying
the congressman planned an
announcement on his political
future Monday in Frankfort.
SPORTSMAN CLUB
The Fulton County Sportsman Club will hold its first
meeting of the year at the
Cayce school at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, March 24. The combination dinner meeting land
membership night will feature
a newly released film on the
1971 World Championship Tennessee Walking Horse Competition at Shelbyville, Tennessee.

County's Health Facilities Rated
Outstanding; Exempt From Cuts
The health agencies in Graves,
Fulton, Calloway and McCracken counties were rot affected by
recent budget cuts ordered by
the State Department of Health
in Frankfort.
The State Health Department's decision to reduce funds
was based on an "effectiveness
formula," according to Phillip
R. Spangler, administrative director of the department's Office of Local Health.
"The State Department of
Health is attempting to distribute its limited resources
where they will be the most productive in providing health services to the citizens," Spangler
said.
Each year the state supplements all local health department budgets with state and
federal funds. Because expected

income for 1971-1972 did not
fully materialize, these funds
had to be reduced until the
beginning of the next fiscal year
July 1, 1972.
According to Spangler, the
state did not want the most productive local departments to reduce their services. Each of the
division directors was asked by
Dr. William P. McElwain,
health commissioner, to submit
a list of the 30 .most productive
departments in the state.
The selections were based on
the local department's analysis
of,community health needs, its
efficiency, its effectiveness in
planning and carrying out programs to meet those needs, and
the amount of funding made
available locally for each department,
(Continued on page 6).

HAZELWOOD PRESIDENT

LEGION ArrAims
Adjutant Robert Holland of
Mansholt Alexander Post No.
72, American Legion, hos been
notillied that the Fulton poet
it
has attained die 100 per
Incentive God in the membership drive. The post has 236
members for 11172. Award, wig
be presented fat the reguler
Monday night 'meeting, Merck
27.

James Hazelwood is the new
presided of the Fulton-South
Fulton Civitan aub. Other officers include: Gene Dowcty,
vice president; Robeit Polsgrove, treasurer; Floyd Martin, Merritt Sisk, sergeant-atarms. 11* new officers will be
installed in July.

Fulton County cheerleaders 'stars' of tournament
"We did the best we could
Excitement, hunger and fallhave done and enjoyed every ing through a rather large
minute of our trip." Cheerlcud- crack made by making one bed
er captain Lucy Bondurant and for our five cheerleaders from
her four cohorts Sherry Pick-- two double beds, caused the
ett. Carol Shaw Ginger Yarbro girls to lose more sleep than
and Jan White will never l03e they gained.
their pep and popularity.
Thursday, they arose at the
Last Wednesday afternoon, crack of dawn, ready for a lull
the "caravan of confidence" day of practicing.
"without 8
departed ilielentan. accom- minute's rest." When the girls
panied by their parents and weren't using the .Atherton High
several friends, for the State- School facilities for their laet
at-Large Basketball and Cheer- minute perfection, they cheered
kading Tournament. Wednes- whenever and wheraVer they
day evening the cheerleaders could.
were able to walk from the
"Once we started practicing
Executive Inn, where they were in the parking lot of the Execstaying, to Freedom Hall, to salve km. A few minutes
after
watch the Paducah Tilghman - we had started we
looked up
Loukaville Central game.
to find people staring at us out

of the windows. We deserted ed was the non-acrobatical, the
that spot. to find ourselves second Was acrobatical, and the
knee-deep in a field which was last was the pom-pom division.
too muddy to walk across, let No indication as to which
alone do a handstand on. After squad was leading was given
culling the YWCA. the YMCA until Owensboro Catholic High
told us it would be alright to School was announced as the
practice there. We were kind of vdriners.
surprised and kept telling them
This was the first time that
we weren't boys, but they said a Fulton County squad had
ever
In come on over.
made it to state competition
"We dragged out of bed at and the girls were not prepared
600 Friday mornipg and re- as to what to expect.
Lucy
ported to the KAPOS (Ken- Bondurant stated that whereas
tucky Association of Pep Or- the district competition winners
ganizations Sponsors." At 8:30 chose the best squad as a whole
cempetition started at Atherton and the regional competitinn
High School. The 16 squads was much more rigid than the
were required to perform three district, the state contention
different types of cheerleading. WOK extremely difficult and
die
The first one to be demonstrat- judges were very era
itei I.

"They judged on every minute will be sent a record of
the
details, like a misplaced flog- points which they accumulated
as well as which piece they
Jan White pointed out that look.
the squads were not allowed to The Fulton County squad
also
run out to gain enthusiasm be- enjoyed the ratio of 4:1,
boys
fore presenting their cheer. to girls during their
venture to
"I've always thought that our Louisville. "We got Interesting
Enthusiasm was our strongest phone calls all night tong."
point, and we were only allow- Francis Murphy
surprised
ed to walk out before cheer- girls when she made her the
aping."
pearance in Louisville right beThe girls were quite excited fore the competition. The
five
that they were the only team cheerleaders were elated
to see
Whirls was interviewed on tele- their faithful and
much loved
vision. The girls were chosen to sponsor. 'The hate given
us entell the Louisville watching couragement and
has been beaudience of their anticipation hind us every inch
of the way
nod enthusiasm. "We were We are really
lhenkful to her."
more publicized than any of Among other
supporters of
the other squads" The squad
(Continued an pegs 6)

NOTEBOOK—
continued from page one
keeping in close touch with us while he wanders arouhd the open spaces of the West.

Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

While I hope that he will be coming
home soon, I know that it won't be very soon
if he intends to visit with all Paul's kith and
kin and then visits close friends from San
Diego to Portland.
I am hoping that he will get to San Francisco to see Kathryn and Carlos Lannom who
live there. According to the latest travelogue
we received he is headed that way.
He is also getting some good job offers out
there which means. . . maybe he is following Horace Greeley's advice.
The Banana Festival
I was all set to start work on the Banana
Festival full time this week-end but a quick
invitation to fly on an industrial mission for
the twin cities came up and I couldn't turn it
down.
I will be appointing a Festival program
committee this weke-end that I hope will
come up with an exciting schedule that will
be fun for the home-folks and the visitors as
well.
Christine Batts, without whose services
I daresay I would not have accepted the job,
tells me that she has written almost 500 letters concerning the Festival to indviduals,
organizations and state and Federal agencies
far and near. That gal just can't be beat.
Central American Trip
A lot of folks have been asking about the
possibility of a goodwill mission to South
America this Spring. I think it's a great idea.
If the people who tell me they are interested
will make definite plans to go we should
have a plane load going beyond the border.
Since we have been to Ecuador and the
Festival has been represented there more
than once I think a trip that starts out in
Mexico and goes on down to Costa Rica will
be great. I have made the trip. It is really a
life-time memory and a thing of beauty.
If you think you might be interested in
such a safari how about calling Christine
Batts and giving her your name. I'd ask you
to call me, but I am so hard to find, what
with commuting to Hickman each day and to
Frankfort periodically.for a few more weeks.
Last year I had an itinerary made of the
trip, and the cost, and if enough people
evince interest I shall publish chapter and
verse about the trip in a coming issue.

Mexico City's Parks
Are Big Sunday Hit
By Gordon M. Quarnstrom
Mexico City - Sunday is always a festive family day in
Mexico City's many parks. Entertainment is plentiful and varied. In some dozen parks there
are regular midday band concerts or variety shows presented
by performers appearing in the
capital's leading night clubs.
Thus, without charge, the general public is able to enjoy entertainment provided by vocalists and musicians of international repute whose contracts,
to be approved by the municipal
office of spectacles, must include
one such courtesy performance.
Paul Miscione of Mexicana
Airlines informs me that Chapultepec Park, the city's largest
-1,400 acres-and most popular, attracts half a million visitors
every Sunday. Aside from the
noontime artistic fare, presented
on the polo field adjoining the
National Auditorium on Paseo
de Is Reforms, it has three lakes
with boating facilities, two miniature railways, playgrounds,
dozen of fountains, an amusement park complete with rolkr
coaster and a wonderful zoo.
Four of Mexico's finest museums are located within its
borders: History, housed in romantic Chapultepec Castle;
Anthropology and Modern Art,
both on the Reforma; and Natural History, on Consiituyentes, in the new section of the
park.

Small in comparison, but possessing a fascination all its own,
is the Central Alameda in downtown Mexico City, between
Juarez and Hidalgo avenues. It
is a maze of shady, paved walkways,and dotted with fountains
and sculptured figures. Sunday
musical programs are staged in
the Aguuin Lara amphitheater.
PROSE BOWL: "Reporters
Held in Contempt," says a newspaper headline. They certainly
are! ... Race cysts must be removed from the body politic.
The family that shouts together.
pouts together.
-Harry C. Bauer.
•••
INFLATION: Today it costs
$10 to take a girl to lunch.
When I was kid when you asked
your father for SIO.it meant you
were getting married. Years ago
a dollar went a long way: you
could take a girl to dinner and a
movie. I only had one problem,
I couldn't find a girl who had
a dollar -Mickey Marvin.
•• •
Some kids seem to regard God
as a celestial Santa Claus. Fouryear-old Betty slipped into bed
without saying her prayers one
night, explaining to her mother,
"There are some nights when I
don't want anything."
- Dic Van Dyke.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
stet. Senate took a major step
In governmental reorganization
with the passage of a bill
creating a centralized
Department of Environmental
Protection.
Such an umIxella agency
for controlling environmental
affairs was one of Gov.
Wendell H. Ford's major
campaign promises.
The bill, which already has
passed the House, now goes
back to that body for
concurrence in some
amendments adopted by the
Senate. If the House concurs,
as expected, the bill then goes
to Governor Ford for his
signature.
The new department, to
begin life Jan. 1, 1973, absorbs
the duties of the air and water
pollution control commissions
and the Division of
Reclamation, as well as certain
environmental responsibilities
now handled by the Health
Department.
It also permits any citizen
WELL, HERE WE GO AGAIN: It didn't take but,few minute* after hist week's paper was delivered for the phone calls to wart
sue for enforcement of any
to
coming in, and we were Informed that the above photo was an assembly at SOUTH FULTON high school, not Fulton. Picture
environmental law or
was made 20 or 21 years ago.
regulation.
The environmental
was passing the place.' Rare- to learn without help. This book protection commissioner will
ly because *She or he is so not only is instructive but also
be empowered to adopt
FULTON'S
good and hits the nail on the an attractive addition to any
regulations, issue abatement
head every time.' This book bookshelf.
orders or grant exemptions
has been written not to conELECTRIC BLENDER RECvince anyone of the truth or ipes, by Mable Stegner. Here from such regulations.
An amendment added by
accuracy of the predictive arts. are many, many ways to make
The writer seeks merely to set your electric blender the most the Senate would bring truck
BY LUCY DANIEL
down predictions made by as- versatile piece of equipment and automobile noise under
trologers and palmists that have in your kitchen. Here are short- the supervision dt the
HERE ARE SOME MORE for in a particular style or
true, and dreams that have cuts to the best food you've department.
come
NEW BOOKS AT THE FULTON period, plus practical, (magic,before family and
outlined future events. Where ever set
----LIBRARY, NEW ONES ARE ative suggestions for owners of
check- friends. Here are recipes for
The state Senate passed and
antique furniture on how to give possible, facts have been
COMING IN EVERY WEEK.
breakfast, lunch, and dinner,
their pieces the effective, ap- ed.
to
sent
Ford a bill
Governor
THE FIX-IT BOOK, by Ar- for teen-age parties and evenTHE PICTORIAL ENCYCLO- propriate setting they deserve.
giving Kentucky its first
course
shows
book
every
for
This
snacks,
Symons.
ing
thur
FONDUE AND TABLE TOP
PEDIA OF FISHES, by S. Frank.
how to become a success- from hors d'oeuvres to des- statewide public defender
Fishes are the most ancient COOKERY, by Marion Howells. You
system for defense of needy
You'll sert.
flit do-it-yourselfer.
guests
for
fun
is
cooking
Fondue
and
world
the
in
vertebrates
in serious criminal
learn the right way to paint,
THE COMPLETE ILLUS- persons
their evolution can be traced and hostess. This book tells
care for the family car, fix TRATED BOOK OF YOGA, by cases.
350-400 million you all you need to know about
over
back
radios and television sets, work Swami Vishnudevananda. All
It would allow the governor
Today they number preparation, cooking and seryears.
with tools and repair electrical the essential knowledge of the to appoint a state public
some 25,000 species, found in ving fondues, accompaniments
you
will
longer
No
appliances.
every possible aquatic habitat to serve with fondues, and tifoarvesitmopdleepebrnedakondowonutssidfoerhyeolup mental science of Yoga is con- defender who would then
tained in this complete hand- select district defenders for
from cave pools to the deeps equipment. The secret of suc-book; asanas, breathing exer- Kentucky's judicial districts.
-of the oceans. They present -cess, the author maintains, is inwill be able to take the place of cises, concentration, meditaplanand
preparation
careful
an amazing diversity of form,
Also, districts would be
a plumber, carpenter, gard- tion, diet, and philosophy. Swacolour and mode of life. This ning.
able to establish their own
SEEING INTO THE FUTURE:rimer. etc.
mi Vlshnudevananda, outstandbook clearly illustrates the imdefender programs, in which
CHESS, MOVE BY MOVE, by ing and accredited world aumense range of the world of by Harvey Day. Most people who
astrologers, palmists, Paul Langfield. This book ex- thority and teacher of Hatha case local fiscal courts would
and also provides a visit
fishes
appoint defenders.
of information about clairvoyants and other seers, plodes the myth that Chess is and Raja Yoga, explains and
wealth

library Conner

their habitat, distribution and
behavior.
HOW TO DECORATE FOR
AND WITH ANTIQUES, by Ethel
Hall Bjerkoe. Here is all the Information a potential antiqueshopper needs on what to look

do so furtively. If detected
they usually seek to excuse
themselves as children do when
caught raiding the larder; "I
went just for the fun of it." or
"to find out whether there is
anything in it,' or "because I

TWENTY YEARS AGO
MARCH 21, 1952
Flower bedecked and sparkling in its complete decoration program, the new American Legion home at the corner of Lake Street Ext. and
Fourth St. was the scene of its open house Sunday afternoon. More than five hundred persons
visited the new club room of the Marshall Alexander Post, which has been handsomely decorated in pastel shades, the floors renovated, club
rooms added and an attractive concession room
arranged.
Eight students of Carr Institute learned that
crime doesn't pay and saw the results first hand
when they were escorted to the State Penitentiary at Eddyville on Tuesday of this week. The
boys: Jerry Noffel, Max McDade, Gene Horner,
Dale Smithwick, Joe Dew, Bobby Jones, Al Bushart and Bobby Stokes, members of the newly
organized safety patrol of the school were guests
of Patrolman Joe Ginn and Mr. Sullivan on the
trip. The visit was made to acquaint the boys
with police work and to have them see the work
being done by the prisoners.

to schools in districts where
they operate.
It also provided for
legalization of off-track
wagering on a local-option
basis.
Opponents still attacked
the bill as having bad effects on
public morals and on the
racing business.
Rep. Bart Peak,
D-Lexington, said the bill
might tempt persons who
normally do not bet to begin
wagering, while Rep. Dexter
Wright, R.Louisville, said it
might cause many persons in
the racing business to lose
their jobs.
The Senate unanimously
passed a bill requiring the state
Highway Department to pay
for moving poles, pipes and
other facilities of publicly
owned utilities when required
in federal-aid highway
construction.
Already passed by the
House, the measure now goes
to Governor Ford for signing.
Payment for relocation of
such facilities has long been a
problem and some 52 publicly
owned water, sewer and gas
utilities now owe the state
$437,168 for relocation work
completed before 1970.
Relocations normally are
done by highway contractors,
who then bill the costs to the
utilities.
The measure would require
the state to pay for relocations
made only after Jan. 1, 1972.
However, legislators say its
passage probably will enforce
the Highway Department's
current policy of not pressing
for payment of past debts.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford
signed into law 17 more bills
passed by the General
Assembly, including measures
to establish a Governor's
Council on Agriculture and
revamp the current Council on
Public Higher Education..

The latter measure would
allow the governor to appoint
all new members to the
a difficult game. It shows instructs in the most clear and
council or reappoint
it
tuition,
correct
and
words
that,with the
direct language of
Counties with judicial Incumbents at his discretion
can be easy to play. One of pictures the means to the conand increase the number of lay
the distinguishing features of quest of old age, disease and districts containing 10 or more
members to 10.
this book is that it has been death through the development district judges would be
In addition the bill would
written with the beginner in and understanding of timeless required to establish a public
mind, thus enabling even a child Yogic wisdom.
defender office and smaller add the state school
judicial districts may establish su perintendant as a voting
member of the council and the
a plan of appointed counsel.
Air
chinist's Mate School, at the U. S. Naval
Costs of the program would presidents of state-supported
Technical Training Center, Memphis, Tennessee, be shared by both state and universities as non-voting
members.
was James P. Hale, airman, USN,son of Mr. and local governments.
It also would give university
--Mrs. James P. Hale of 209 Bates Street, Fulton,
to Kentucky State
status
After some early problems
Kentucky.
College.
the House passed a bill giving
The agriculture council, to
Hale entered the Naval service in March, members of the General
1951 and received his recruit training at the U. S. Assembly a $100-per-month be selected by the governor,
raise in expense allowances would be authorized to
Naval Training Center, San Diego, California.
and corrected a mistake it "develop and promote
agriculture and agri-business at
made earlier.
As originally passed, House the local, state and national
Bill 401 only granted raises for levels."
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Other measures signed
appellate and circuit judges,
MARCH 25, 1927
but the Senate added an would protect endangered
amendment raising legislators' species of animals, grant
The Fulton law firm of Carr & Carr has been expense allowances also and compensatory time to state
in supervisory
employed by the city to render their services dur- sent the measure back to the employes
positions and increase the
House for approval.
ing the forthcoming street improvement proThe House passed the membership of the state Public
gram; the firm of Black and Veatch of Kansas measure 46 to 30, although at Service Commission.
City has been employed as consulting engineers the time no one realized the
bill required 51 votes since the
with E. W. Hopkins as resident engineer.
Constitution requires that
number to pass appropriations
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Letters To Editor

Forty-five boys at Fulton High have reported
for spring baseball, and Coach Maddox is much
encouraged by the prospects.

The measure was then
brought up for reconsideration
and, this time, passed 67-28,
giving it the required number
of votes.
The bill increased the
legislators' monthly allowance
from $300 to $400, increased
the annual salary of Court of
Appeals judges from $26,000
to $29,000 and upped circuit
judges' salaries from $17,500
to $23,500. Appeals Court
commissioners salaries were
also increased, from $22,500
to $25,000 per year.

March 17, 1972
910 West King
Jackson, Tennessee 38301
Hi Jol

I just received "The News'
On March 18th the Fulton Commandery of
and as usual, stopped what I
Knights Templar elected and installed the followwas doing to see what's haping officers: C. A. Stephens, Commander; R. A.
pening in Fulton. I enjoy "Do
You
Remember This?", so I
Stilley, General; J. A. Harpole, Captain-General;
carefully looked at the people
H. J. Potter, Senior Ward; A. W. Morris, Jr.,
and wondered who they were.
Then I read the caption. I was
Ward; D. Fred Worth, Prel.; H. M. Khourie,
really surprised to see my
Treasurer; George C. Hall, Secretary; K. E. Hornname, because that isn't my kind
ra, Standard Bearer; M. C. Bugg, Sword Bearer;
of scowl. Besides, Friend-of
Mine, that picture must have
E. Alverson, Sent.
One of the grand old ladies of Fulton County H. H. Perce, Ward and G.
been a little before my time at
23,
March
when
Sunday
the
on
honored
be
will
A bill to allow off-track rm. S. Anyway, after seeing
picture, I read the paper
A disastrous fire at the Orpheum theatre betting in Kentucky died that
Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church pays
with a big smile on my facet
special tribute to its oldest living member, Mrs. early Tuesday was barely brought under control quietly at the starting gate as it
Hayden Donoho. who is 92 years old. Special pre- before it engulfed surrounding buildings. The was tabled in the House on a Sincerely,
61-20 vote.
parations are being made for the day and the pas- theatre will have to make major improvements
The measure was opposed Judy B. Singleton
tor Rev. Lonnie Stoner has called the program before again resuming opration.
primarily on moral grounds
Who are those folks?
although its sponsors, Rep. PS,.
a family program, so that all of Mrs. Donoho's
Reports from Hickman say that the Missis- Jerry Meier, D-Louisville, and
immediate relatives and kin will be in attendance
Bruce Blythe, WHAT THEY REALLY MEAN
sippi continues to rise and that all bottom lands Rep.
at the services.
R-Louisville, said it would
"Oh, Hollywood was wonderare flooded, with water in some business houses provide a "gold mine"
of ful, but I decided I didn't want
D. C. Wyatt, principal of Carr Institute an- in the city. Some are predicting that the water needed revenue as well as scarcer in television, and that's
nounced today that the grade school commence- will pass the high mark of 1912, when the levee license and control a why I came back home."(She
was a file clerk with the smallest
ment exercises will be held on May 21. Mr. Wy- broke near Hickman and the Governor issued a flourishing illegal business.
TV station in town.)
att has secured Wood Tipton, prominent Fulton general appeal for aid. People from surrounding
about
To make the bill more "You won't be sorry
County lawyer to be principal speaker for the oc- country flocked into Hickman this week, having
signing this lease. The apartment
palatable, a committee has truly a wonderful view, for
casion.
barely escaped the flood and losing all their pos- substitute was added that
miles and miles." (You see six
sessions. A camp has been established near Car- would return half the revenue miles
straight up, when the smog
from the licensing of bookies isn't too bad.)
Recently graduated from the Aviation Ma- negie library on the hill.
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Twenty-four members were
present at the March 16 meeting
o f the landscape class at the
Community Center.
James M. Everett, instructor, presented a slide series.
The class aiscusseo various
aspects presented In the slides.
The session was an excellent
review plus it presented additional information on the extras
in planting.
Refreshments were served
after which a drawing was held.
The following received a new
type of tomato food fertilizer;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Whitesell,
Mrs. Arch Huddleston and Mrs.
Lonnie Duncan.
The following is the schedule
of events for the class:
March 23-Personal design,
individual problems and civic
beautification.
March 30- Management of
trees, shrubs, flowers and
lawns.
April 6-Plant selections and
identification.
April 13-Banquet and tour
at Murray.

JOHNSON DISMISSED
Lee Johnson has been dismissed from the Baptist Hospital in Memphis and is getting along tine at his home on
Pearl Street.

Wingo Girl Gets
Honorable Mention
Susan Annette Mattingly, a
senior at Marion County High
School, Lebanon, has been chosen Kentucky's 1972 Betty Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow.
Selected from a field of 11,493
senior girls in 268 ofthe state's
high schools, she will receive
a 81,500 college scholarship
from General Mills, sponsor of
the annual educational program.
She Is now eligible for national
honors.
Named runner-up in Kentucky
and winner of a $500 college
grant was Kathryn Elaine Baker
of Tates Creek Senior High,
School, Lexington.
State honorable mention recipients include: Randa Elizabeth Laird, Wingo; Mary Frances Smith, Paul G. Blazer High
School, Ashland; Betty Lou
Hawkins, Meade County High
School, Brandenburg; Elizabeth
Ann Rudd, Bracken County High
School, Brooksville; Pamela
Joan
Black, Holmes
High
School; Covington; Mary Patricia Lindemann, LaSalette Academy, Covington; Mary FranRowzee, Danville High
cis
School, Danville; Patricia Ann
Blackburn, Beechwood High
School, Ft. Mitchell; Pamela
Louise Swihart, Hancock County
High School; Lewisport; Mary
Lynn Ramsey, Lexington Catholic High School, Lexington;
Mary Lois Schmidt, Assumption
High School, Louisville; - Deborah Katherine Kent, J. M.
Atherton High Schdol, Louisville; Susan Elaine Goss, Presentation Academy, Louisville
Vicki Lee Thurman, Seneca
The announcement of the engagement of
High School, Louisville; Sher- Shelia
Owens to Robert Donald Brown is being
Nance, West
Darlene
ry
Hopkins
High School, Nebo; made today by their parents Dr. and Mrs. Shelton
Lorita Fulton, Mason County Owens of Fulton and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
High School, Maysville; Mary
Brown of Clinton, Kentucky.
Sue Zavist, Eastern, Middletown; Debra Sue Hardin, RowMiss Owens is a 1970 Fulton City High
an County High School, Morehead; Leora Virginia Horton, School graduate and she now attends the
UniverMt. Sterling High School, Mt. sity of Kentucky
at Lexington, Kentucky.
Sterling; Linda Sue Heath, Hart
County High School, MunfordMr. Brown is a graduate of McCallie School
ville; Janet Marie Landenburger, Our Lady of Providence for Boys in Chattanooga, Tennessee. He will
Academy, Newport; Wilma Anne graduate from the University
of Kentucky in
Newberry, Heath High School, Lexington;
Kentucky in May with a Business
Paducah; Janis. Lynne Skaggs,
Taylorsville High School, Tay- Administration Degree.
lorsville.

August Wedding Is Foretold
For Miss Owensand Mr.Brown

At seven o'clock in the even- train fell
gracefully from the creamed colored shoes. Her
ing, February 11, in Saint Ger- waistline.
Her veil was of corsage was of apricot roses
ard Catholic Church, Lansing, ivory silk with lace
trim. Her and baby hearts tied withcream
Mich., Miss Connie Owens and only jewelry was
a pearl ring, ribbons,
Domonlc F. Verderese were a gift from
the groom. She
Mrs. Domonic A. Verderese,
united In marriage.
wore the button from her mo- mother of the
groom, wore an
On Saturday, February 19, at two o'clock in
Miss Owens is the only daugh- ther's wedding
dress as some- apricot a-line dress of silk,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha thing old.
afternoon
the
Miss Brenda Sue Combs, daughter
trimmed
in
a
high neck-line
Gene Owens, South Fulton, and
Miss Owens carried a beau- of colorful beads.
The long of Mr. and Mrs. Marion J. Combs of Middletown,
Mr. Verderese is the son of tiful bridal bouquet
of pale yel- bishop sheer sleeves were cufMr. and Mrs. Domonic A. Ver- low mums and
apricot roses, fed with the same as the neck. Ohio, and Roy Mac Reams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
derese of.Lensing.
tied with cream satin ribbons. She wore a matching
sleeve- Harry B. Reams of South Fulton, exchanged wedFather Webber officiated at
Mrs. Jan Pentecost of East less jacket and her shoes
were ding vows at the Dtmcan Memorial Chapel in
the impressive
double-ring Lansing,
Mich., the bride's apricot. Her corsage was of
service. The couple pledged aunt, was maid
Crestwood, Kentucky.
of honor. apricot roses, and baby hearts,
their vows before an altar of Bridesmaids
were Miss Ros- tied with cream ribbons.
Miss Owens is the granddaughter of the late
The Reverend George A. nations with streamers of red
greenery,
white
mums and anne Verderese and Miss
Adel
Mrs.
Patsy
Verderese, Price of Louisville performed
and white.
The flower girl
yellow and apricot roses.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Green of Benton, Kentucky
Verderese, the groom's sis- grandmother of the groom, wore
carried
the
double
the
Reams'
ceremony
ring
family
before
heirFollowing
the pledging of ters.
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Guy Owens of Benton,
a lovely pink dress with black the altar which held a floral ar- loom flowerbasket of lace trimvows the bridal couple presentJunior bridesmaid was Miss accessories and a corsage of
Kentucky.
med in red velvet filled with
rangement of gladiolus and porn
ed each of their mothers with Libby Pentecost of
East Lan- pink roses.
poms. A seven branched can- red rose petals.
a long stemmed apricot-colored sing, cousin of the bride. They
Mrs. Peter Decera, also a delabra of burning tapers was
Mr. Brown is the grandson of Mrs. P. E.
Attending the groom as best
rose, a symbol of love.
wore identical dresses of ava- grandmother of the groom, was
A former student at the Uniplaced on either side of the man was his father, Mr. Harry
The family pews were mark- coda green with shoes to match.
very pretty In a soft beige altar. White satin bows marked Reams of South Fulton. Mr. versity of Tennessee at Martin Deeny of Clinton, Kentucky and the late Mr
ed with ivory satin streamers, The soft a-line, floor-length
crepe dress, with beige acces- the family pews.
Dale Mescher of Louisville, has been awarded a fellowship P. E. Deeny of Somerset, Kentucky and the late
tied in love-knots. Music was skirts were of shandlene fabric.
sories. She wore a pink rose
A program of bridal music Kentucky, a former roommate to study for the doctor of phil- Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown of Frazier;
presented by Mrs. Pauline Red- They featured a square-bib
Kentucky.
ef- corsage at her shoulder.
of the groom, was the only osopy degree.
was presented by Mrs. W W
mond and Mrs. Ester Novice of fect, stand-up neckline of ivory
Nick Pavona of Lansing, cou- Harbourt of Crestwood
Mrs. Penelope Miller BurThe couple has chosen August as their wedinclud- usher.
Lansing.
Mrs. Novice sang sheers, with ruffles of Venice sin
of the groom, served as ing organ selections of "Theme
of Mr. and ding
Mrs. Combs chose for her dette, daughter
'Ave Marie', "The Lord's lace. Matching lace insets acmonth.
best man.
from
Romeo
and
Juliet,' daughter's wedding a pale or- Mrs. Milton A, Miller of MarPrayer' and 'Love Story". The cented the full bishop sleeves,
Groomsmen were Guy Ver- 'Theme from Love story,' chid knit dress with matching tin, has won a Danforth Fellowtraditional wedding marches topping the soft floor-length derese, a
cousin of the groom, 'Twelfth of Never,' and the vest and black accessories, ship for advanced study for the
were used.
a-line skirts of avocada green Jerry Johnson and David Howtraditional wedding marches. She wore a corsage of white Ph.D degree, according to a
Miss Owens, given in mar- shandlene fabric. They wore land, all of Lansing,
recent announcement from the
The bride, given in marriage carnations.
riage by her father, walked fresh flowers of apricot and yelMrs. Dmily Nall, to sufferMrs. Reams chose for the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis
by her uncle, Mr. Bill Milliner
down the aisle to the altar on low in their hair.
ed a 'Mewed hip in a laH at
of Louisville, was lovely in a occasion a brown crepe dress Missouri.
The News takes pleasure in
a beautiful white runner. She
RECEPTION
They carried hand bouquets
her
The
home recently had surgery
fellowship
provides tui- widsing the following friends
pure white peau de sole and with pleated skirt and matchwas lovely in a full-length gown of round-shaped apricots and
Following the wedding of Mr. lace formal length gown styled ing accessories. Her corsage tion and living expenses for up
Friday, March 17 in the Lu-Happy Birthday":
of ivory silk over taffeta, with yellow baby mums, with long and Mrs.
Dom Verderese, the with a fitted bodice. Lace over- was also of white carnations, to four years of study in preptheran Hospital in 9C. Louis.
alcon lace and seed pearl trim. avacoda streamers.
reception was held at Tarpoffs lay ornamented with seed pearls
Cards may be sent to Mrs.
The Canopy Room of the Im- aration for a career of college
Mrs. James Butts, J. D. ParThe bodice was fashioned with
The bride's mothers, Mrs. Restaurant.
teaching.
Emily Nall, Lutheran Hospital,
accented a Mandarin collar perial House was the scene of
ham Joe T. Graves. James
a small stand-up collar, and Gene Owens, wore a cream
a
reception
Room 356, 2639 Miami Street,
which
trimmed
Immediately
in pearls. The Camelong bishop lace sleeves. The silk, long-waisted dress, with
D. Hicks. March 23; Thomas
A delicious buffet was ser- lot sleeves were made of geor- followed the ceremony.
BARBECUE SUPPER
St. Louis, ,Mo. 63138,
skirt was full with appliqued high neck, trimmed with pearls ved.
Mollie
Powell,
AlexMarch
24;
The bride's table was gette and buttoned at the wrist
For traveling the bride chose
The Church Of Gal of Pro- ander, David Puckett, March
designs
of lace and seed and bishop sleeves of chiffon, draped with a snovvwhite
linen with six covered buttons. The a navy and white dress with knit- phecy will
hokt ta basbecue 23; Bettie Robey, Betty Matpearls. The detachable chapel cuffed
in pearls. She had cloth and the centerpiece was gown, which swept
ted
vest
of
navy
and white supper on Satuntay. Mardi 25,
gently to the
ELECTED SItRITARY
tbews, Dana Puckett, Mlarch
an arrangement of yellow and floor, was adorned
with lace design. Her corsage was of beginning at 11 a, rn and con26; Edie Maynard, March 27; Deb Wright, daughter of Mr.
apricot baby mums , flanked appliques on the gathered skirt white carnations.
tinuing until 7 p.m. Plates will Mrs. Leonard Hagan, Anna ,nd Mrs.
with long white tapers.
Hubert Wright of FulAfter a honeymoon at Barkforming a chapel length train.
Music
was presented by The headpiece had a chapel ley Lodge the couple now make be delivered if desired. Gall Mae Jonakin, Charles Walker, ton and a junior at Murray
179-3184
or
479-1923
for
tickets Jr., March 28; Donna Rushing, State University, has
'The Town Musicians' of Lan- length illusion veil attached. their home at the Imperial
beta
Prices are $1.50 for adults and Ruth Cope)and, NNadine Nan- elected
sing.
secretary of Kappa
She carried a cascade bouquet House, 3201 Leith Lane, Louis75c
tor
chikken
under
12.
The bride's cake was a three- of twelve white roses
Ruth Copeland, Nadine Nan- Delta social sorority at 31811,
mixed ville, Kentucky.
tiered white cake, decorated with baby's breath and streamwith yellow and apricot flow- ers of satin ribbons tied
in love
ers. It was topped with a mini- knots.
ature bride and groom, doves
The bride chose as her maid
The Tr -County Homemakers DeHart, Genie 13. Whitesell,
and angels. The groom's cake of honor her aunt, Miss Vera
really gave a bang-up birth- Boyd Templeton, Shannon Owwas chocolate made in heart Sizemore of Marion, Indiana.
day party last week.
Judy ens and Barbara Baker,
shape.
Mrs. Teresa Knott of LouisWells had charge of arrangeSecond graders were: Laura
Following the reception the ville served as the bridesmaid,
ments and led group singing. Mullenburg, Valerie Homra,
couple left on a wedding trip Mrs. Knott's daughter, Tamela
Different songs were request- Angie Henson, Allen Homra,Ty
to Benecia, Calif., where the Joy, served as the flower girl.
ed and enjoyed during the par- McConnell, Joe Mac Treas and
groom in stationed in the U.S. All wore formal length A-line
ty. Gwenda Bizzle led games Rick Cardwell.
Dear Ann Landers: I am so this to myself?
Navy.
Please give he says it. Friends and relgowns of red velvet with scoand the winners were Connie
Monday morning we had a
Dear Ann Landers: There
furious I don't know what to do. me some advice, Ann.
oped necklines and long sleeves.
I'm atives suffer in silence. Their are several girls in our family
LeCornu, Harry George and beehive of activity. Severs'
I need your help. Last week- very upset.---St.
Louis
Their
headpieces
Dilem- discomfort
were matchMary Dowdy,
talented members of the Ba,
apparent
is
to
and
we all have children under
REHEARSAL DINNER
ing Dior bows with illusion end we had a family reunion.
everyone but Jim.
three years of age. Will you
The Homemakers presented PW club came laden with a
Mr. and Mrs. Domonic A. veils. The maid of honor and The house was full of relatives
Dear Dilemma:
When
two
Employers
are
not
delicious
so
com- please settle something? Should
variety of spring flow- Verderese
each patient with a shamrock
entertained
the bridesmaid
carried French and I was busy in the kitchen kids 'play doctor" it's nothing passionate. Jim Just lost his we leave porcelain figurines,
favor. The ladies celebrating ers and Easter ornaments. For members of the wedding party
to become alarmed about--but seventh
bouquets of red and white car- a good bit of the time.
job in four years and crystal ashtrays, and fragile
birthdays were given red roses a while the dining room was at 8 o'clock in the evening on
A 17 -year-old nephew seemed a 17-year -old boy is no little
he is very depressed. He has knickknacks
within reach of
to wear. Each honoree revived converted into a florist work- Feb. 10, with a delicious steak
to be hanging around our five- kid. You should do two things.
no concept of how he comes busy little hands and try to
shop with Helen Allen, Helen dinner
a surprise birthday gift.
year-old daughter. 'didn't give First, explain to your little
at Tarixdfs Restaurant.
across to others, in spite of teach the children not to touch?
Taylor, Gladys Simpson, VirIt much thought until later in the girl that her body Is private
The table was draped in a
Refreshments of punch and ginia
the hints, He considers him- Or is It better to put nice
Holly and Ruth Puckett gold
day when they both were miss- and she should not allow anylinen cloth, with a beaucookies were made and served arranging
self methodical and blames the things away until the children
beautiful spring bou- tiful orange
ing.
I started to check the body to take liberties with it.
Miss Connie Owens was honand yellow flower
by the Homemakers.
quets for each dining table.
Job losses on "people who are are olde r?--- P.A. M.
arrangement,
flanked
with ored with a linen and personal rooms. Well, I caught the boy Instruct her to tell you at once
Last Sunday morning children One
Dear PAM.: When my own
only has to walk into the burin
out
to get him.'
pale yellow candles.
shower at the home of Mrs. 'playing doctor* with our little if anyone tries. Second,tell the
from the kindergarten, first and dining
This trait is ruining our lives daughter was a toddler I never
room to know spring hag
Jan Pentecost at East Lansing girl. She had all of her clothes boy's mother what occured. If
second grade department of the arrived.
anything out of her reach.
Miss Owens was lovely in at 2-30 p.m. on January 30. off and he was"examining her.' he is making a practice of and I'm so worried I'm sick. put
First Methodist Church came
I can't bear to hurt his pride I taught her not to touch them.
Homemakers
Mary
Ann a red, white and blue knit dress
Hostesses were Miss Adel I expressed my anger in un- 'messing around' with little
out and sang several songs for Fields,
by telling him he's so slow Margo has trained her three
Marion Walker and Miss with red accessories.
and Rosanne Verderese and mistakable
language.
What girls his parents should take
us. They looked adorable wear children the same way. The
Myra Scearce were busy ata
Those attending were Miss Mrs. Pentecost.
burned me up more than any- him for psychological testing he irritates people beyond beLng white robes and big red near-by
lief and that only friends and only important loss I ever suftable cutting and sew- Owens and Mr. Verderese, the
The honoree was lovely in a thing was his casual attitude. and treatment if it is indicated.
bows. Genie Whitesell, their ing up animals for the
relatives will put up with it.-- fered was a crack in a Dorpatients bride and groom, MT. and Mrs. , brown and gold pantsuit.
was Just messing around," he
music teacher, deserves creSign Me nt and Tired Because othy Doughty figurine—by a55to stuff. Mrs. Moser com- Gene Owens, parents of the
Special guests were the hon- said. 'What are you so exdit for the fine work she is
year-old guest from Seattle.
I'm Both.
pleted an adorable multicolor bride, Mrs.Jan Pentecost, Miss oree's mother, Mrs. Owens, cited
about?'
Dear Ann Landers- How do
doing with the children. Those cat
stuffed with nylon stock- Adel Verderese, Miss Rosanne the groom's mother, Mrs. Ver•
He asked me to do him a you tell someone you love that
•
•
attending from the kindergarten ings. We
Dear
Ill
and
Tired:
For
the
can always use old Verderese, Dave Holland,Jerry derese, Mrs. Peter Decent and favor and
Are drugs O.K. if you learn
not mention the matter a personality trait of his drives love of heaven TELL HIM in
dept. were: Margaret Peterson, stockings
of If you have any to Johnson, Nick Pavane,Guy Ver- Mrs. Patsy Verderese, the to his
mother. So far I haven't people up the wall? Jim Is so plain language exactly what you how to control them? Can they
Anna Woolf, Nanette McConnell,
discard please discard them derese, Mrs. Vela Hawks of groom's grandmothers, Mrs. said
anything to anyone. My slow in conversation that It have told me. Your silence is be of help? The answers are
Vonda Goodwin, Scott McDade, OUT
way.
in Ann Landers' new booklet
Dukedom, Tennessee,
Mrs. James Pewitt of Mayfield, Mrs. hasband would thrash the boy takes tremendous self control hurting him worse
John Varden, Joe and Kelly
than anything 'Straight Dope on Drugs.'
This coming Sunday at 3:30 James Pewitt of Mayfield, aunts Valve Hawks of Dukedom.
For
within an inch of his life If to keep from shrieking, 'For you might say. Perhaps he
Ragsdale, Craig Atwill, and
canwe are looking forward to having of the bride, who were special
About fifty guests called be- he knew. I don't know what his Lord's sake hurry'up and get not conquer the habit complete- each booklet ordered send a
Brad Muilenburg.
piano students of Mrs. Umptirey guests, and the hosts, Mr. and tween
dollar
bill,
plus a long, selfthe hours of two and five own father would do. Am I to the point!' You know what ly, but
First graders were. Scott
he should be told so addressed, stamped envelope,
McKendree perform for us.
Mrs. Verderese.
in the afternoon.
making a mistake by keeping he is going to say long before he
can go to work on it.
(16C postage), to Ann Landers
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Local Group Cubb Stokes
Will Sponsor Out West In
Sunrise Service Big Leagues
Once again, Cubb Stokes is
The Twin-Cities Ministerial
Alliance announce plans for the in the newsl The son of Mr.
Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr.,
and
SerSunrise
Annual Community
Cubb is a sophomore at the
vice.
The service will be held at University of Tennessee and
the First United Methodist making quite a name for himChurch, Easter morning April self in the world of sports.
After having been named both
2, at 7:00 a.m. The speaker
of the Year" and
is Rev. Gerald Stow, Pastor "Athlete
of the South Fulton Baptist 'Most Valuable Player,' his
at Fulton County
year
senior
President
Church, and also the
of the Twin-Cities Minsterial High School, last year he was
said, by his coach, to have been
Alliance.
Mr. Barry Adams, Director the best defensive first baseof Music, of the First United man the Tennessee Vols freshMethodist Church, will be in man team had, leading the team
charge of the music. There with a batting average of .400.
The Tennessee Vols will be
will be organ music by Norma
Adams, hymn singing by the one of eight top-ranked teams to
congregation, sgecial music by compete in the Riverside Califa community chair., and aquar- ornia National Intercollegiate
Tournament. The
First Baptist Baseball
from the
tet
Church. The members of the seven teams with which UT will
quartet are Scottie and Sheryl be contending are Stanford,
Bell, and Marilyn and Allen Cornell, U.C,L.A. and Arizona
McKendree, accompanied by State, University of CaliforniaRiverside Branch, Santa Clara
Mrs. Henry Underwood.
The Ushers are selected from and South Carolina.
Tennessee's season opened
various churches. The names
received to date are: Elmer with the defending champion,
Mike Crider, C.A. Stanford, on Monday. Tuesday
Linker,
they will play against Cornell.
Boyd and Billy Clark.
Several ministers from vari- Wednesday, the Vols take on
ous churches will also take both U.C.L.A. and Arizona
State, Friday, U,C.-Riverside
part in this service.
The offering is used by the and Santa Clara, and Saturday,
deeicatiori service in the new
Ministerial Alliance to help South Carolina.
OPEN HOUSE AT THE NEW FULTON HIGH SCHOOL LAST SUNDAY was preceded by a
Tennessee's unbeaten baseChairman of Ow School
Hatfield,
transients passing through our
Gene
principal;
Snider,
were
(above,
Bobby
from
left):
occasion
gym. On stage for the
city who are stranded, and who bailers opened their season with
Vice-chairDr. Bob PWerson, board member; Bobby Scales, board member; Rodney Miller,
addrou;
the
making
shown
Board,
Chatthe
over
other
win
twinbill
or
a
shelter
or
food
need
Fulton City Schools, and Rev.
tanooga branch of UT. Saturassistance.
men of the school board; Glenn Veneiclasen, board member, L. C. Thomas, Superintendent of the
We urge everyone to attend day, they defeated Eastern Ken James But, who gave the Invocation. Hundreds ettendod the ceremony and toured this building.
this important Community Ser- tucky University.
high
Stoke's
Ironically,
vice.
school coach, Steve Speed, atMATHER REPORT
tneded the same tournament,
position
same
the
and played
(From current readings end
in 1966, while he was a student
records of Jim Hale, South
at UT,
Fulton.)

FFA Members
To Undertake
Pilot Project

Three members of the Fulton
County chapter of the FFA and
advisor James Everett represented the Louisville chapter
Saturday, March 11, at the Kentucky Education Association
(KEA) Committee on Environment Education Meeting.
In attendance were: Jamie
Alexander, chapter reporter;
Jim Williams, leadership committee and Tommy Jones,community service committee.
The Fulton County Teacher's
Association has been selected
for a pilot project in environmental education by KEA in
which the FFA's BOAC project is included. Everett was
appointed by the KEA Council.
The FFA is working on an
Environmental Study Center on
the Fulton County High School
campus and is competing for
recognition in the
national
"Building Our American Communities' project,

Kiwanis Plans
May Gun Show

MARCH 1972

Piano Recital
At UT,Martin
Robert Stewart, associate
professor of music, will present
a piano recital April at 8it.m.
in the Performing Arts Theatre
of the Fine Arts Building at the
Tennessee at
University of
Martin.
Mr. Stewart. a graduate of
Des
in
University
Drake
Moines, Iowa, has studied at
Columbia University and at
George Peabody College for
Teachers.
For the program, Mr. Stewart has chosen ...Toccata in
C Minor' by J.S. P&h,"Three
Preludes* by C. %-bussy and
"Davidsbundlertsinze, Op. 6'
(Eighteen Characteristic Piby Robert Schumann.
eces)
The recital is free to the
public.

Date High Low

Precip„

61r
59
68
1
(Severe storm 11:30 pm; winds
to eo mph; nidi; much damage
in area).
.36r,s1
28
66
2
Storm continued; much coldsleet).
er; freezing rain and
_.. .00
26 ... _
34
3
.20r
31
42
4
28 ...........
49
5
6
7
23 .
34
44
52
46 .
36
41

Many Prizes
Offered For
Best Fiddler

A push of a button Wednesday
afternoon, March 16, switched
WKMS-FM Radio on the Murray
State University campus from
stereophonic
to
monaural
sound.
Mary Devine, a junior at Murray High School, was selected by
drawing to do the honors in the
studios on the sixth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Dr. Thomas 0 Morgan, director of the division of radiotelevision, served as master of
ceremonies during the program
marking what he called"another
historic milestone in broadcasting on the Murray State
campus."
Several university officials,
including President Harry M.
with students,
Sparks--along
faculty and interested citizens
in the community—were on hand
to witness the transaction.
All equipment in the studentoperated station which went on
the air May II, 1970, was designed for stereo, but the station
had continued to broadcast monaural until the move into the
studios had been completed.
Dr. Sparks offered his congratulations and commented
he is "tremendously imthat
Rt'Wents.
pressed with the broadcasting
facilities at Murray State.' He
noted the dual value of campus
broadcasting as Job training for
students and as a university
public relations tool.
WKMS-FM covers a primary
area encompassing about 515,
000 people within a 75-mile
Secondary coverage
Among seven senior ROTC radius.
at the University of expands the total number to
cadets
850,000
in
Kentucky, Illinois,
were
Tennessee at Martin who
receive Regular Missouri, Indiana and Tennessselected to
Army commissions upon gradu- ee.
Effective radiated power for
ation was Charles Holt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Holt of the station, operating on a freSouth Fulton, according to Col. quency of 91.3 megacycles, is
Harold J. Meyer, professor of 13,000 watts. The antenna for the
mounted on the
is
military science at U-T Martin. station
Regular Army commissions WKINU-TV tower at Farmingare awarded to the most out- ton about 500 feet above averstanding ROTC cadets through- age terrain.
out the nation who desire carDr. Ray Mofield, chairman
eers in the military.
of the department of communications, is the station general
manager.

An old-time "Fiddler's Contest* will be held at the Farmington High School on Saturday April 1st, sponsored by the
Farmington PTA.
There are nineteen prizewinning events on the calendar,
and the sponsors guarantee "fun
for all." The program begins at
7:00 p.m. in the evening.
Contests include best quartette, oldest-married couple,
best band, girls and boys solos,
husband-calling, best trio,best
fiddler, best piano solo, best
duet, youngest married couple,
best guitarist, hog calling, best
harmonica solo, and others.
Prizes will be awarded in
each category.
Prospective contestants must
register by 6 p.m. the evening
of the contests. Applications
may be obtained by writing Kenny Smith at Kirksey, Richard
Adams at Farmington, or the
Farmington PTA, Box 8, Farmington.
The Farmington gym is located seven miles from Mayfield
on the Murray-Mayfield highway.
Admission to the contest will
be $1 for adults and 75( for

Charles Holt
Receives Army
Commission

Cayce Lazy Daisies
Elect New Leaders

.03
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.00
.04)
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DEATHS

MSU's WKMS FM "Switches"
To Stereo Sound

SOUTH FULTON YEARBOOKS ARRIVE: ... and the editors are presented the first copies:
(above, from left) Mrs. Andrews, sponsor; Mike Milner, editor; Paula Hutchins, assistant editor; Dale Townsend, editor; Mrs. Blaylock, spowor.

The Lazy Daisies of Cayce
held their meeting and elected
officers Thursday, March 9.
The following girls received
office* Linda Workman, president, Claire Dement, vicepresident, Beth Caldwell, secretary, Laura Lawson, treasurer, Gina Bennett, reporter,
and Sue Anne Workman,leader.
Thursday, March 16, the Lazy
Daisies started on their aprons
and will complete them the 23rd
of the month.

their youngsters,
psychological well-being of the vironment for
save money, or
American family institution." less traffic, to
Busing Barons
the
whatever,
Gable stated.
a see this move only as a flight
busing
Gable termed
in housing
'heartless experiment with the to avoid integration
and lives of our and in education.
education
the
Virginia,
Richmond,
"In
youngsters which could deny
Intemperate arm of
them many activities, such as enraged,
injustice
punitive
athletics, bands,clubs, and non- legalized
county and
across
scholastfc, school-related ex- reached
impose
to
lines
district
school
periences, while they waste
pn time-con- massive busing on innocent
precious time
and their parents,
distant children
to
trips
suming
schools.* Gable said. "In ten Gable said.
of legislation,
subject
the
On
ocratic leadership and some to twenty years we will look
things now
segments of the media contin- back in horror upon the invasion Gable said, "As
stand, legislation may be poually try to label any and all of privacy, heartache and viobusing opponents as "bigoted lation of individual rights we tentially powerless to help as
racists' who were "trying to have imposed on a whole gen- anything Congress passes on
make political hay out of a eration of children and their busing may be considered by
the courts to be in conflict
Americans parents."
issue.
'moral'
with constitutional provisions.
would take them more seriGable said that proponents of It may be necessary to pass
ously,' Gable continued "if they
-busing misunderstood the mo- a narrow spectrum constituweren't so busy compounding
tives of many who have moved tional amendment or secure
monumental hypocrisy by
a
to the suburbs over the past two relief from this dilemma in
youngsters
own
their
sending
decades. "These enraged libfears
out of the central city to pri- erals are striking out blindly spite of the President's
about the length of time involvate schools which are not in- at anyone who has moved to
ved. In this situation, I would
tegrated.
Whether their support such an amendment,•he
the suburbs.
"When these 'architects of purpose was to get more room, added.
hypocrisy' label busing oppo- more fresh air, a healthier enRetuning to the principles unnents as bigots, they are painting more than '77% of the population, black and white alike,
with the same brush,' Gable
said referring to a recent Gallup Poll and the Florida Primwhich revealed that a
ary
large majority of black and
white parents opposed busing to Murray State University will
achieve racial balance.
become only the second college
"Certainly, some of the anti- or university in Kentucky to ofbusing sentiment is the product fer a baccalaureate degree proof racism and emotion, yet I gram in rehabilitation when maam convinced that the main- jor and minor programs are instream of America opposes itiated next fall.
busing for more logical and
Dr. Donald B Hunter, dean
more educated reasons. Busing of the School of Education, said
is a corrosive force eating away the new offerings in rehabilitaat the fiber of our educational tion approved by the board of
system. Busing poses a dire regents in February "will open
financial threat to many Ken- wide new
opportunities in a
tucky cities and counties. Bus- specialization focused on sering ominously imperials the ving people with problems.'
sociological fabric of our esHe stressed that the purpose
pat- of the curriculum additions is
tablished neighborhood
is
a men- to prepare people for entryterns. And, busing
acing and sinister assault on the level positions in rehabilitation
such as field work and the
handling of case studies for a
variety of agencies.
dr. Berm
Dr. Ben Humphreys, chairman of the department of guidance and counseling, said a
survey conducted recently by
the Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services in the Kentucky Department of Education is indicative of the need for a program in West Ke ucky.

The Kiwanis Club of South
Fulton has tentatively scheduled a "Gun Show" here on May
27, the Club announced this
week.
All collectors and enthusiasts interested in showing guns
and related items are asked to
call either Jim Dedmon at 4799062 or Rick Berlage at 4792311.
Speaking recently at the UniThe show will be advertised versity of Louisville before a
in the "Shotgun
nationwide
joint meeting of young RepubNews,' a Club spokesman told
Beans co-sponsored by the
The News this week.
County
Louisville/Jefferson

How to appreciate
atrue kat.
bourbon:
WALKER
Start with the color.
Ten High's natural golden
11T5 514
amber hue marks it as a
true bourbon.
Then, savor the bouquet
that only a true bourbon,
a straight bourbon offers.
Finally, sip Ten High
the way it's made.
Slow and easy. Here's a
86 PROOF
true bourbon by every
measure of quality
0AWALKEi4
and enjoyment.

TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOURBON,
WHISKEY
111:314,w.4fr
Ag....1114
sAkv.

Everything a
bourbon should be.
(Except
expensive)

86 proof•Hiram Walker &Sons Inc., Peoria, Ill.

and Metro Young Republican
Clubs. Gable said,'The critics
of President Nixon's plan did
not understand the true nature
of busing, which is expensive,
improper, legally questionable,
and a cruel hoax on our youngsters.'
Gable said that the
President's critics ignored
the
social
and
psychological
damage to our youngsters and were completely unrealistic in ignoring the financial burdens that would be imposed, "if the national wave of
busing is not turned back.'
He added that,"Effective busing, if applied, would put a
staggering annual burden on
many Kentucky school budgets.*
Among examples cited, were:
Louisville $2,000,000; Lexington $815,000; Ashland $225,000;
Owensboro $285,000; and Paducah $210,000,
Praising the President's Equal Educational Opportunities
Act, Gable said,'Kentucky rural schools could benefit by as
much as $20,000,000 for upgrading the level of education
to meet that enjoyed by the
metro suburban schools."
He charged that, "Failure to
enact the President's program
could well result in many Kentucky school systems releasing
large numbers of teachers or
substantially reducing the quality of educational service now
offered to include the expense
of enforced busing within the
funds now available to them.'
Gable supported the President's position that busing could

Murray State
In New Program

Georg

Theresa Lynn Pitman, 16year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Londe' Pitman, died at
10.15 Saturday, March 18 at
her home in Water Valley following an illness of two years.
Miss Pitman, a popular student at Wino High School, was
active in the Water Valley Baptist Church, and served as a
organist for the church.
Besides her parents, she
leaves her paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pitman, and maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sandfer, all of Water Valley.
Services were held Tuesday,
March 21, at the Water Valley
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Tom Brann officiating. Interment was in the Water Valley
cemetery.
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Granville Vincent
Granville Vincent, 59-yearold employee died suddenly at
6 a.m. Thursday, March 16, at
his home on Route 2, Dukedom.
Born in Tennessee, August 18,
1918, he was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Vincent.
Survivors include a son, Robert Allen Vincent, Mayfield, a
daughter, Mrs. Frieda Carter,
a grandson, Brad
Mayfield,
Allen Carter, Mayfield, an aunt,
Mrs. Bessie Witt, Dukedom.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday March 18 at the Knob
Creek Church of Christ with
Brother Dennis Crutchfield officiating.
Interment was in
Pinegar Cemetery.

Timothy L.Jones
Graveside rites for Timothy
Lee Jones, stillborn infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Jones, South Fulton, were held
at 10 a.m. Thursday, March 16,
at Pleasant View Memorial
Gardens with the Rev. Charles
Jobe officiating.
Besides his parents, he leaves
his maternal grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Lewis, Harris,
Tennessee, and paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
T. Jones, Fulton.

• GOOD SPRINGS

SERVICE NOTES

MM. Haman

Camp LeJeune, N.C. Marine
Pvt. Charles L. Henley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lindy Henley of
Route 1, Columbus, Ky., has
reported for duty at the Marine
Corps Base in Camp Lejeune,
NC,
He is a 1970 graduate otHickman County High School, Clinton, Ky.

s Busing Policies
GOP Senatorial Candidate Defends Nixon'
In a sharply worded address, Republican not achieve the nation's goal of
racial understanding and coopsenatorial candidate Robert Gable 'attacked the eration.
He said, 'Racial harcritics of President Nixon's plan to end busing mony will result from mutual
mutual effort growand
respect
and charged that, "if his plan is rejected in Conout of better education and
gress and by the Supreme Court that Kentucky ing
work opportunity for all ethnic
taxpayers could well be paying an annual busing segments of our population, and
bill of $13,500,000 and Fulton County might well not from court-enforced buslose $140,000 allocated for rural school improve- ing.'
Gable stated that the Presiment under the Equal Educational Opportunities dent was not the only target
busing proponents, adding
of
Act."
that the liberal left-wing dem-

Theresa Pitman

derlying busing, Gable said, "If
this pre-doomed idiot's charade
is played out to its tragic end,
we will find we have set our
civil rights movement and racial understanding back, not
years, but decades. Our bitter
legacy will be a people torn
apart to appease the impatient,
intemperate demands of impractical visionaries and cynical politicians who neither see,
nor understand the problems
and obstacles that America
must overcome before it reaches a lasting state of harmonious
relationship between its ethnic
groups.
'Racial understanding cannot
be legislated or crammed down
people's throats. It must grow
out of mutual respect and mutual
effort. It will take time, patience, money, and education,
academic education, job education and an economic upgrading that must come, not
from charity, not from welfare, but from the opportunity
to work and the ennobling,
strengthening exercise of honest work,' Gable said.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO RENTAL
PROPERTY OWNERS
There will no longer be Certificates of Occupancy on rental property. Instead this will be an Occupational License.
On February 28th, 1972 the City Commission adopted Ordinance 72-4 which states,"The owner of each rental unit or
units offered for rent whether under a lease or otherwise
shall pay an annual Occupational License of $5.00 for each
such unit."
The license is due May 1st, 1972 and on May 1 each year
thereafter, and there will be a penalty after this date.
If you have any questions concerning this license please
contact me.
Barbara Rice, City Clerk

Weeebreeit

The pre-Easter services at
Good Springs will begin Thursday night March 30 at 7.30 with
a fellowship supper and Communion Service. The theme
to be developed is 'The Holy
Sacrifice.' Friday night the
subject is "The Veil Torn From
Top to Bottom,' this dealing
with the crucifixion.
On Saturday night 'The Dark
Hours Before the Resurrection'
is the subject Easter Sunday at
9.45 a.m. The theme will be
"Sunrise." There will be no
service Sunday night. The pastory Rev. Oren Stover will bring
the messages, this being the desire of the congregation.
We especially invite the community who have not had the
privilege to hear Bro. Stover
to join in this series of services at this very special time
of the Christian year.
Dixie Haase and Elizabeth
Darnell went to Memphis over
the week-end to visit with Mrs.
Augusta Haase who had surgery
at Baptist Hospital. She is
making good recovery and hopes
to come home the last of the
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce
went to Paducah Friday to attend
the funeral of Mr. John Choice,
brother-in-law of Mr. Bruce.
He passed away on Wednesday
morning.
Mrs. Jewel Ross has been
a patient at Fulton Hospital
the past week and is some
better at present.
Herbert Grissom, Fulton, returned home last Friday alter
being in Baptist Hospital in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jackson are visiting in Florida.
Mrs. Rita Sargent has returned home after being at her
daughters, Mrs. Ancil Hall in
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Blinco,
Mayfield, are the parents of a
new daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Nelson are the proud
grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. T.L. Ainley
went to Farmington to help her
eldest sister celebrate her 86th
birthday Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thomas
and son are moving to the former Charlie Vincent place.
They have recently sold their
home to Vulva Hawks. 011ie,
Charles and Anna Lou Vincent
have purchased a home in Mayfield since the death of their
mother and are living there now.
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DEATHS
Theresa Pitman

George Norman

Theresa Lynn Pitman, 16year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lendal Pitman, died at
10:15 Saturday, March 18 at
her home in Water Valley following an illness of two years.
Miss Pitman, a popular student at Wingo High School, was
active in the Water Valley Baptist Church, and served as a
organist for the church.
Besides her parents, she
leaves her paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pitman, and maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sandfer, all of Water Valley.
Services were held Tuesday,
March 21, at the Water Valliiy
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Tom Bram officiating. Interment was in the Water Valley
cemetery.

George Norman, 87, Wingo,
died Monday night, March 20,
at 10 p.m at the Haws Nursing
Home in Fulton.
Survivors include two sons,
Roy Norman, Warren, Michigan,
and Gordon Norman, Wingo; a
sister, Mrs. Lula Bell Hopkins,
Mayfield; five step-children;
several nieces and nephews;two
grandchildren and five great
grandchildren.
Services were held at 11 a.m.
Wednesday, March 22, at the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Chapel in Wingo with the Rev.
Tom Brann officiating. Interment was in the Little Obion
cemetery,

Granville Vincent
Granville Vincent, 53-yearold employee died suddenly at
6 a.m. Thursday, March 16, at
his home on Route 2, Dukedom.
Born in Tennessee, August 18,
1918, he was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Vincent.
Survivors include a son, Robert Allen Vincent, Mayfield; a
daughter, Mrs. Frieda Carter,
Mayfield;
a grandson, Brad
Allen Carter, Mayfield; an aunt,
Mrs. Bessie Witt, Dukedom.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, March 18 at the Knob
Creek Church of Christ with
Brother Dennis Crutchfield officiating.
Interment was in
Pinegar Cemetery.

Timothy L.Jones
Graveside rites for Timothy
Lee Jones, stillborn infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Jones, South Fulton, were held
at 10 a.m. Thursday, March 16,
at Pleasant View Memorial
Gardens with the Rev. Charles
Jobe officiating.
Besides his parents, he leaves
his maternal grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Lewis, Harris,
Tennessee, and paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
T. Jones, Fulton.
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KFWC Endorses Regular
Cancer Check-Up Tests

Mn. 1411Iman Westbrook
The pre-Easter services at
Good Springs will begin Thursday night March 30 at 7:30 with
a fellowship supper and ComService. The theme
munion
to be developed is The Holy
Sacrifice.' Friday night the
subject is "The Veil Torn From
Top to Bottom,' this dealing
with the crucifixion.
On Saturday night *The Dark
Hours Before the Resurrection"
is the subject Easter Sunday at
9:45 a.m. The theme will be
'Sunrise.' There will be no
service Sunday night. The pastory Rev. Oren Stover will bring
the messages, thisbeing the desire of the congregation.
We especially invite the community who have not had the
privilege to hear Bro. Stover
to join in this series of services at this very special time
of the Christian year.
Dixie Haase and Elizabeth
Darnell went to Memphis over
the week-end to visit with Mrs.
Augusta Haase who had surgery
at Baptist Hospital. She is
making good recovery and hopes
to come home the last of the
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce
went to Paducah Friday to attend
the funeral of Mr. John Choice,
brother-in-law of Mr. Bruce.
He passed away on Wednesday
morning.
Mrs. Jewel Ross has been
a patient at Fulton Hospital
the past week and is some
better at present.
Herbert Grissom, Fulton, returned home last Friday after
being in Baptist Hospital in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jackson are visiting in Florida.
Mrs. Rita Sergent has returned home after being at her
daughters, Mrs. Ancil Hall in
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Blinco,
Mayfield, are the parents of a
new daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Nelson are the proud
grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. T.L. Ainley
went to Farmington to help her
eldest sister celebrate her 86th
birthday Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thomas
and son are moving to the former Charlie Vincent place.
They have recently sold their
home to Velva Hawks. 011ie,
Charles and Anna Lou Vincent
have purchased a home in Mayfield since the death of their
mother and are living there now.

Mrs. Janette Yarzab
Mrs. Janette Floyd Yarzab,
53, Clinton, died at 8.50 a.m.
Monday morning, March 20, in
the Clinton -Hickman County
Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Harold Yarzab; two sisters, Mrs. Martha Phelps, Fulton, and Mrs. Roberta Barclay,
Clinton; a brother, John E.
Floyd, Barlow.
Services were held at 3:30
p.m. Wednesday, March 22, at
the Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Chapel in Clinton with the Rev.
Granville Terry officiating. Interment was in Mt. Moriah cemetery.

At the recent Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs MidWinter Board Meeting and Conference, held in Louisville,
Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, Lexington, State President, announced
a Cancer detection program for
the 256 Women's Clubs throughout the Commonwealth; 'It's
Up to You in
72". In this
program, thirteen thousand (13,
000) club women are being encouraged to contact their physicians immediately for a Pap
Smear test and pelvic examination. Mrs. Evans states "that
If unnecessary suffering and untimely death can be prevented,
with early cancer detection, in
just one woman,this program is
worthwhile.'
KFWC is also stressing the
need for community information
and action on the control of
Venereal Diseases, which have
reached epidemic proportions.
All Clubs are giving program
time to speakers on this social
problem, in efforts to work

unemployment rate.
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Because the national
insured unemployment rate is
greater than 4.5 per cent and
has remained at that level
closely with various
more
more than 13 consecutive
health agencies.
weeks, persons covered under
The Board of Directors of the
The W.S C.S, of the Cayce
the
unemployment Insurance
Kentucky Federation of WoFRANKFORT, Ky.--Gov.
men's Clubs also voted to send Wendell Ford has signed into law can
be eligible for Methodist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Pat Campbell,
telegrams to State Senators, law Senate Bill 120 which will additional benefits.
Wednesday, March 15th with
John Sherman Cooper and Mar- allow about
6000 jobless
12
members present.
Under
the
support
new
reaffirming
state
low Cook,
Kentuckians to become legislation, costs
for the passage of the Equal
of the
The meeting was opened with
eligible
for
additional benefits will be shared jointly a prayer by Mrs. Louise McRights Amendment, H.J. Res.
208, urging the continuing ef- unemployment insurance by the state and federal Murray, Mrs. Damon Workman
payments.
insure
House
to
the
forts of
had charge of the program which
governments.
equal rights for all Americans.
was entitled "The woman Who
The additional or extended
The resolution is now in the
Acting Economic Security Missed Easter". She was asbenefits apply to those
for further considerSenate
Commissioner W. Garnett sisted by Mrs. Thelma Linder.
claimants who no longer have
ation.
Johnson explained that
The society is sponsoring a
current rights to benefits and
claimants of extended benefits bake sale at Fowler's Grocery
McKiNNEY MANAGER
whose prior claims expired on
Cayce on March 25.
in
must
meet the same
Bob McKinney, son of Mr. or after Jan. 2.
After a short business meetrequirements as were
and Mrs. Harry McKinney of
adjourned.
The maximum amount ot applicable to their regular ing the session was
Route 2, Fulton, is the new
A prayer was given by Mrs.Jane
manager of the Burger Bar ate- additional benefits will be claims
Britt. Afterward refreshments
Any unemployed worker were served by the hostess.
ceeding Larry Huntley. A South one-half that of the original
The group will meet next
Flab3n High &hoot graduate entitlement with the weekly whose claim was filed on or
and a Vietnam veteran, he be- benefit rate remaining at its after Jan. 3 and who has no month at the home of Mrs.Shirgan his duties on March 10. He original figure.
current benefit entitlement ley Jones. Everyone is invited.
was formerly employed by nen
Payment of additional may file a claim for extended
Dowell and Reelfoot Packing benefits is tied to the state or benefits, according to
Coenpany in Union City.
national
insured Johnson

Mrs. Workman
Program Leader

Go to Church

THE CRUCIFIXION
As the crowd led Jesus away
to his death, Simon of Cyrene,
who was just coming into Jerusalem from the country, was
forced to follow, carrying Jesus'
cross. Great crowds trailed
along behind, and many griefstricken women. Two others,
criminals, were led out to be
executed with him at a place
called "The Skull." There all
three were crucified...Jesus on
the center cross, and the two
criminals on either side. "Father, forgive these people,"
Jesus said,"for they don't know
what they are doing." And the
soldiers gambled for his clothing, throwing dice for each
piece. The crowd watched. And
they laughed and scoffed. "He
was so good at helping others,"
they said, "let's see him save
himself if he is really God's Chosen One, the Messiah." The
soldiers mocked him, too, by
offering him a drink.. of sour
wine. And they called to him,
"If you are the King of the Jews,
save yourself!" A signboard was
nailed to the cross above him
with these words: "This is the
King of the Jews." One of the
criminals hanging beside him
scoffed,"So you're the Messiah,
are you? Prove it by saving yourself...and us, too, while you're
at it!" But the other criminal
protested. "Don't you even fear
God when you are dying? We
deserve to die for our evil deeds,
but this man hasn't done one
thing wrong." Then he said,"Jesus, remember me when you
come into your Kingdom." And
Jesus replied, "Today you will
be with me in Paradise. This
is a solemn promise." By now
it was noon, and darkness fell
across the whole land for three
hours, until three o'clock. The
light from the sun was gone...
and suddenly the thick veil
hanging in the Temple split
apart. Then Jesus shouted,"Father, I commit my spirit to you,"
and with those words he died.
When the captain of the Roman
military unit handling the executions saw what had happened,
he was stricken with awe be.
fore God and said, "Surely this
man was innocent."

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon and Mrs. Mary Cavender
attended church at Old Bethel
Sunday morning. They later
drove to visit with Elder Larimer who is recuperating from
an operation he had last week.
Elder Raymond of Mississippi filled Elder Larimer's place
at Old Bethel Sunday then he
and his family had dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody.
Mrs. Kaira Williams of Water
Valley is not doing too well since
she had surgery last Tuesday.
We do wish a speedy recovery
for her.
Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins is a
patient in Hillview Hospital and
we wish a speedy recovery for
her.
Mrs. Welch Cavender has a
beautiful white, long-haired cat
and would like to sell him. Her
telephone number is listed in
Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Ross, Mrs.
Maggie House and Mr.and Mrs.
Everett Williams visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Welch Cavender
a while Saturday evening.
We visited with Mrs. Jerry
Jones, Mrs. Homer Ross and
Harvey Vaughan in the Fulton
Hospital Thursday and do wish
a speedy recovery for all ef
them.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
spent part of last week in Memphis with their daughter Mrs.
Mary Beth Gavrock and family
and are glad to report all are
doing fine and all enjoyed being
together.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited with Mr.and Mrs.
Charlie Stewart and Mr. and
Mrs. Bernel Lowery a while
Sunday afternoon. We are glad
to report we found Violet and
Onie both in good spirits and
do hope they can have a lot of
happy days ahead.
Mrs. Henson Jones is reported to be some better. We
hope she can soon be home
again.
Mrs. Ellen Rawland and little grandson and Mr. and Mrs.
L.J. Williams and Roger Joe
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
while Saturday
Williams a
afternoon.
I returned home Monday after
a week in the Hillview Hospital.
I am better now and I wish to
thank all you wonderful folks
who sent all the pretty cards
and flowers and took time to
call. I do wish the best for you
always.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive
of California are visiting relatives and friends in Pilot Oak
and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Ross
were in Fulton last week visiting his mother Mrs. Homer
Ross who is ill In the Fulton
Hospital. Mrs. Ross's daughter, Mrs. Helen McClain and
her daughter of Hazel Park,
Michigan, are also there to be
near their mother during her
illness.

New Law To
Help State
Unemployed

THE CRUCIFIXION by Richard Hook
from Taykx's Bible Story Book

LUKE 23:26-47
from The Living Bible
translation
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This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472400

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

E. W. James and

SODS

ItuNen, Kentucky
472-1362

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Fulton Electric System

Union City

MIS MeM Street

We received word of the death
of Theresa Pitman of Water
Valley and do wish to express
our deepest sympathy to this
family in their great loss.

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.

Greenfield Monument— Works

"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

The Citizen's Bank
Make air bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-1655

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulten

4721471

Compiernents et

Fulton Bank
THE PRIIINDLY RANK

— In Operation 68 Years

Large Display -*
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons *
W. D. Powera

Greenfield

Fulton

Phone 235-7293

Phone 4724153

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Ce.
At the Store—or at yaur doer
Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina.
Fulton and Sean% Fuller
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
ClIntas, Ky.

683-2771

Man Indicted Cub Scouts
In Murder Of Make Plans
mLaura Hefley For Projects
Cub Scout packs in this area
will be doing their annual planning next month using an exciting list of suggested program
themes, according to Parvin
Bishop, Scout Executive of the
Rivers Council, Boy
A few hours later, Maynard Four
Scouts of America.
pleaded not guilty at arraignMore than 40 Cub Scout packs
ment in Jefferson Criminal
In the council will be selecting
Court.
monthly program themes for
Maynard is charged with the May 1972 through April 1973.
rape-slaying of Miss Laura The monthly theme has been
Elizabeth Hefley, daughter of the foundation of Cub Scout
Earl R. 'Bill' Hefley of Fulton program planning for more than
and the late Mrs. Hefley. Mr. 90 years, Bishop said, with each
Haley is plant controller for the theme designed to provide fun,
Automotive variety, action and purpose.
Siegler,
Lear
Division plant in Union City He
Bishop explained that each
reportedly was notified Monday pack brings togehter its pack
night of the arrest of the suspect. leaders and the Scouts who
serve as den chiefs to deterJudge George Kuntman ap- mine the theme for each month,
pointed Robert Haddad to re- pack activities, and den, home,
present Maynard for Tuesday's Webelos, and special pack proarraignalent only.
jects.
The suggested monthly themWhen Eunzman asked Maynard if he planned to hire an es which are carefully researplanned and written to give
ched,
in
dressed
attorney, Maynard,
blue jeans and a green shirt, a varied program for the next
indicated that he didn't have year are: May, Beatiful Amermuch money. Kunzman then ica; June, Backyard Adventure;
said he would appoint an at- July, Cub Scout Olympics; August, Cub Scout Astronauts; Septtorney for him.
ember, Cub Scout Citizens; OcKunzman set April 27 as tober, Discovery of America;
the pretrial date and ordered November, ThLigs That Go;
Maynard held without bond, ad- December, Follows, Helps,
ding that after counsel is ap- Gives; January, Music Makers;
pointed the *question of bond' February, Famous Americans;
can be brought up. Maynard is March, Knights of the Tournbeing held in the Jefferson ament; and April, Fiesta.
County Jail.
Among the special events that
He was arrested Monday in may be included in each pack's
block
400
the
in
program during the coming year
an apartment
of E. Ormsby in connection with are Project SOAR activities rethe death of Miss Laura Eliz- lated to conservation and the
C ubmobile
a
abeth Hefley, a Fulton, Ky., environment.
junior who was studying to be derby, the pinewood or space
and
projects,
service
derby,
a piano teacher.
participation in School Night
Miss Hefley's body was found
for Cub Scouting when new Cub
at the rear of the university's
Scouts join a pack in the fall.
Reynolds Building.
In addition to these events
The grand jury indictment
the Four Rivers Council will
charged that Maynard 'willfulconduct a Cub 'Scout Olympics
ly murdered Laura Hefley by In September of this year.
smothering her.*
Police Tuesday gave Maynard's address as the Windsor
Hotel, 926 S. Fifth. They had
previously reported the address
as the Milner Hotel in the 200
Henry C. Allison, dean of
block of W. Jefferson.
admissions and records at the
Commonwealth's Atty. EdUniversity of Tennessee at
win A. Schroering Jr. presentMartin has been elected presied evidence in the case to the
dent ofthe West Tennessee Pergrand jury Tuesday morning.
AssociaAt a press conference a short sonnel and Guidance
tion.
time later, Schroering said key
public
107
Representing
links in the case were found by
schools and II universities in
police within the last 48 hours.
21 counties of West Tennessee,
S
- chroering declined to give the association's membership
particular details about the is composed of teachers, guicase, citing the Kentucky press- dance counselors, professors
bar-court guidelines designed and administrators.
Dean Allison is a member of
to insure a fair trail. In his
meeting with reporters, Sch- a number of learned societies
roering talked about past mur- and fraternal organizations inder cases and stressed the cluding Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Kappa
need for improved crime lab- Alpha, Alpha Kappa Psi, the
oratory facilities to aid police Lions Club and the American
Legion.
investigations.

Theodore Maynard, 38, WSW
indicted by the Jefferson County
grand Jury Tuesday on charges
of rape and murder of a 20year-old University of Louisville coed in February 1989.

Tennessee Group
Elects Allison

If you are over 65,
supplement your Medicare
with Blue Crossiand
Blue Shield"health care
coverage.

Is It Arson?
Continued from page one
terious fires...but they investigate as best they can, with
the help of the State Fire Marshal's office.
The whole situation looks
fishy to me, and my concern...
and the concern of the citizens
of Fulton....should be over
'what's NEXT'? It is immaterial that the buildings, all
dwellings, have been unoccupied. We have store buildings
on Lake Street and on Main
Street that are unoccupied, too.
The Cowell grocery blaze
was indeed spectacular as the
above picture indicates; flames
rose hundreds of feet in the
air. The Shuck residence also
was spectacular; so were the
houses at McComb and Vine;
so were all the others.
Such fires, aside from possibly revealing the dread presence of a local firebug, also
cost the City upwards of $100
a call to fight, endanger nearby property, often cause grave
danger to overhead communications and electric lines, and
endanger the lives of volunteer
firemen.
Fulton Fire Chief Billy Meacham told this reporter Wednesday that one of the best
prospects for catching an arsonist—if there is one---is
for people living in the area
to report any suspicious activities in their area whenever
they have cause. We would
like to pass this thought on to
the citizens of Fulton, with
the suggesion that suspicious
actions around vacant buildings
be especially of concern.

Future Of Blacks
On Insight Series

BOLLING OUT THE TIRES-- Some of the
33,000 tires produced each day in Goodyear's
Union City plant are sorted in the Final Finish
Department by Bill Miller. All production

400 441-
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fice of Local Health examined
the five health programs given
highest priority in each local
department's annual program
plan. Top ratings were given to
those departments with the
highest precentage of approved
programs.
To rate local funding, Spangler
said, local appropriations were
compared with the amount of
taxable property in each county
and departments with good local
financial support were rated
higher. "Generally speaking,
taxpayers will support service
agencies which meet community
needs," he said.
Area health departments
whose budgets were reduced included: Carlisle, Hickman, Marshall, Ballard, Lyon, Trigg and
Livingston counties.

Hal Warren Is
Law Day Leader

Hal Warren, Attorney of FulFuture of
Political
"The
Blacks in the South' will be the ton, Kentucky, has been appoint-,
topic of Insight lectures at Mur- ed LAW DAY USA chairman for
ray State University April 18- Fulton County for 1972 by the
19 that will feature a prom- Kentucky Bar Association.
This will be the 15th annual
inent black man and a former
nationwide observance of the
Southern govenor.
permanently
Dr. Charles Hurst, president event which was
87th Conof Malcolm X College in Chi- proclaimed by the
day of
special
a
cago, and Lt. Gov. Lester Mad- gress, *...as
American
the
by
celebration
dox of Georgia, a tomer govtheir
ernor of that same state, will people in appreciation of
reaffirmation
be the speakers for the pro- liberties and the
United
the
to
gram sponsored by the student of their loyalty
States of America.'
government.
Mr. Warren did his underOpen to the public at no admission charge, both lectures graduate work at Memphis State
University and received his law
will begin at 8 p.m.
of
Hurst, who left Howard Uni- degree from the University
versity in 1968 to accept the Kentucky. He was selected as
presidency of what was then an "Outstanding Young Man' of
Crank Junior College, will America in 1970 and 1971 and
speak in the University School among the "Personalities ofthe
auditorium Tuesday, April 18. South' in 1971. Hal and his wife
Maddox, who first came to and three year old son, Todd,
public attention when he de- reside at 418 Court Drive, Fulfied court-ordered integration ton.
by arming himself with an ax
PARENTS TO PLAY
handle and blocking the doorThe South FuMon parents
way of his Atlanta restaurant
against Negroes, will lecture will play the teachers in a
Wednesday, April 19, in the bendit game. Parents who wish
to play are asked to meet at the
university auditorium.
South Fulton school at 2 p. m.
Sunday, March 36.
Shop In Fulton

operations will be open for tours by the general
public when Goodyear holds a "Community
Appreciation Day" on April 12.

Homemakers Return With Pocketful! Of Ideas
Twenty-three Fulton County
women attending the annual
meeting of the Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association on the UK campus in Lexington, have signed up for some
special "classes* Thursday
afternoon. Coached in the techniques of leadership and in ways
to use their individual talents
most effectively, they hope to
return to their home communities better equipped than ever
to work as volunteers.
Catherine C. Thompson,Fulton County agent for Home Economics, explains that many
Homemaker Club members help
out with local programs for senior citizens, young marrieds,

Dr. Charles E. Barnhart, Dean
of College of Agriculture and
Director of the Cooperative Extension Service.
Coordinator of the four-day
KEHA's annual meeting proconvergence of Homemakers
gram
traditionally features
from more than 1700 local clubs
g nest speakers, reports,
Marcy Stewart, UK Exawards,
exhibits, dinners, is Mrs.
Program Specialist.
board and committee meetings, tension
and election of officers. This
Thursday evening, the three
year, there will also be a new Kentucky Master Farm
special tribute to the late Myr- Homemakers will be presented
tle Weldon, state home demon- the KEHA membership. They
stration leader for three dec- are Mrs. James Herman Rafades, and a woman well known ferty, Daviees County, Mrs.
to many of the older Homemaker Charles Shemwell, Ballard
Club members in Fulton County. County, and Mrs. Earl WelMain speakers are: Rev. Od- born, Jr., Todd County.
dvar Berg, pastor of the Old
The Master Farm HomeBrick
Presbyterian Church, maker Guild and the Kentucky
Sheffield, Alabama, and Mrs. chapter
of the Associated
Epsy Johnson of Laurel, Mis- Country Women of the World.
sissippi and of the National (ACWW) will hold their annual
Extension Homemaker Council. dinners during the conference.
Also on the program are Chloe Mrs. Earl Friedly of GeorgeGifford, past-president of the town will tell KEHA members
The Rodeo, Circus, and the Federated Women's Clubs of about her experiences as a
Horse Show are set for the 1972 America, Dr. Doris Tichenor, delegate to last summer's triKentucky State Fair, August UK Assistant Extension Direc- ennial conference of ACCW in
17-26.
tor for Home Economics, and Norway.
Rodeos Inc. was selected to
M&11
supply the rodeo stock,
Circus Internationale is to present the free circus, and the
Horse Show judges were announced by the Kentucky State
Fair Board.
This will be the third consecutive year that Rodeos, Inc.
has operated the rodeo at the
State Fair. Last
Kentucky
year's rodeo, starring Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, set an attendance record when more than
50,000 attended.
1:.
4-Hers, and the disadvantaged.
Others work as volunteers in
Extension's Expanded Food and
Nutrition Education Program.

Kentucky Fair
Sets Attractions

Delegates from Fulton County
Homemaker Clubs attending the
meeting are Mrs. L.P. Carney,
Mrs. Marian Walker, Mrs.
Clyde Fields, Mrs. Hattie Vanderford, Mrs. Ross McCollum,
Mrs. Carl Mikel, Mrs. Bert
Yarbro, Jr., Mrs. Abe Thompson, Mrs. James Wade, Mrs.
J D. Hale, Mrs. Charles Powwit, Mrs. Gilbert Bizzle, Mrs.
Gunter, Mrs.
Ray
George
Charles Ray, Miss Ella Mae
Roberson, Mrs. Sarah Poynor,
Miss Sara Beans, Mrs. Catherine Thompson, Mrs. Cecil
Wade, Mrs. Sam Jones, Mrs.
Anna Lynch, Mrs. Tee Essie
Wilson and Mrs. Lurline Cruce.
Annual meeting will end at
noon Friday, following the Reverend Berg's talk on 'What's
And
Right With America.'
soon after that, things will be
right in Fulton County, when
its wandering women return to
their families, who have had
to do without their home cooking for the better part of a
weak.

AT PARRIS ISLAND
Desjardin,
Willem
son of Mrs. Dorothy Desjardin
of FuMon, enlisted in the U. S.
Marine Corps two weeks ago
and is now doing his baiic
training at Parris Island, South
Carolina. His address is: Pvt.
Williwmn Desjardin, 401-807386,
Pit 230, D Co. - sd Bn.. RTR

Cheerleaders
Continued from cage one
the squad are Scottie Wright,
Max Wilson and Doug Goodman, Also, Amy Bondurant
claire down from the University of Kentucky to give the
"fabulous five" test minute
pointers.
The girls were anxious to
come home although they
learned a lot and feel that now
that they have had this eicperimice they will definitely be at
an advantage in future competition.
"Besides, we enjoyed missing three days of school," one
of them said.

HONDA

(Continued From Page One) ACCEPTED BY FRATERNITY
Teddy Adams, son of Mrs.
Health needs were based on
ate! Adams of Fulton and •
such factors as local infant sophomore at Murray State
birth a n d death rates, the Universty, has been aooeptad
4
0,
0
tuberculosis incidence rate and as a member of the
pledge class of Pi Kappa Alpha
the level of local sanitation.
To rate effectiveness, the Of- social fraternity at IOU.

• 4,
etid*

AMPossCOn

Goodyear's massive Union City
plant will be open to the public for
the first time on Wednesday,
April 12, during a "Community
Appreciation Day" from 9:30
a.m. to 8 p.m.
The Appreciation Day will
feature a tour of all manufacturing operations in the ultramodern tire plant and include an
exhibit of the largest tire in the
world.
The plant, which produces
more than 30,000 passenger and
industrial tires per day, will be in
full production during the tours.
"The community spirit and the
dedication of our employes are
confirming the wisdom of
Goodyear's decision to locate in
Union City," plant manager John
Row said. "We are using this
means to say we appreciate being
here."
Construction started on the
Union City plant April 1, 1968 and
only 176 working days passed
until the first tires were cured on
October 30, 1968.
Goodyear's largest initial
construction project, the huge
facility occupies 32 acres under
roof, the equivalent of 30 football
fields.
All steps in manufacturing,
from the purchase of raw
materials to the building, qualitychecking and shipping of tires are
performed at the plant.

County's Health

Medicare does not pay for all hospital,
surgical-medical, or extended care costs.
These costs, should you have an accident
or illness, can cut deeply into your
retirement income ... your independence.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield have designed
a prepaid health care program for people
65 and over to supplement but not
duplicate Medicare. This
supplemental plan currently costs
$15 every three months ...about
16 cents a day. There's no cost or
obligation to find out about Blue
Cross and Blue Shield-65 benefits.
And, no salesman will call.
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ALL
NEW
1972 MODELS

•

.‘
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON — SAT 8 AM - 6 PM SUNDAY 12:00 — 6 PM

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, March 22;
HILL VIEW
Howard Castelman, Paducah;
Gay Stroud, Clinton; Kaira Williams, Earl Johnson, Olin.
Clutts, Water Valley; Helen
Page, June Hendon, Sarah Andrews, Rebecca Tucker, Fulton.

F ULTON
Jessie Clay, Ima Jean Price,
Emma Ellison, Donna Darnell,
Hickman, Herman Wade,Sedalia; Ruth Russell, Mayfield; Harvey Vaughan, Martin; Ethel
Cole, Water Valley, Reba Coltharpe, Versa Hopkins, Lonnie
Ingrum,
Mrs. Opal Ingrum,
Vera Dowdy, Wingo; Millie Tarver, Clinton; Tillman Adams,
Allie Brockwell, Dan Henry,
Judge Menees
Dora Kibbler, Ruth B. Stallln,
Continued from page one
Bessie Wade, Wilmer Owens,
South Fulton; Katherine Bradby people who meet frequently
ley, Lester Brown, Francis
rather thin by a legislature Carter, Mainie C.
Cox, Tammy
which meets every two years.
Lou Daniel, Debbie Farmer,
Opponents of the measure in Bessie
Goulder, James 0,
the legislature charged that the Hicks, Oval D Holland,
Noah
home rule bill was essentially Humphrey, Genevieve McAlisa tax-raising bill, end certainly ter, Mary C. Parrish, George
it gives a hefty tax-levying au- Petty, Mettle Powell, Beverly
thority to a body which :hasn't Rout, Pearlie Ward, Maurine
had it before. On the other Grissom, Lela Pirtle, Birdie
hand, it subjects the taxing au- Drysdale, Fulton,
thority to a keen-eyed, skeptical watchdog, the people themCRIDER HOSPITALIZED
selves, whe are able to observe
Fulton High junior James
first-hand how well or how
Crider is hospitalized in Madpoorly their tax money is being
xsonville, Kentucky. Cards may
used.
be sent to Room 415, Fourth
Flow, TB State Hospital, Madisonville, Kentucky, 42431.

MOST COMPLETE SELECTION IN WEST TENNESSEE

CT - 70 - H
REG '374.00
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CL - 175
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Oecupalron
Employed By(Company ON.
(Company addrota)
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4044
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04.11494 swarm
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6‘.ong
dro11,
DI am 'merest.,, lwrnong an Envier.* &Po*
•••••Kan .4.•••••...M..• Pienae

Ma.•••••• Mane

HAS SURGERY
Hershel Crutchfield of Fairbanks, Alaska had surgery Saturday morning, March 18, lit
the Baptist Hospital in Mem•
phis. His room number is 1188
Union East,

SHARON HONDA SALES
HIGHWAY 45E

PH 456-2640
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

SHARON, TENN.
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900 Squure Miles

25% For Prohibition

Covered

STOCKHOLM — A new survey
shows that 25 per cent of Swedish woman and 16 per cent of
Swedish men think hard liquor
should be prohibited.

LONDON — London's 6,000
buses and 4,000 subway cars
cover an area of 900 square

FULTON, KENTUCKY

9 - Pieces of our Fried Chicken $1.99
HOME - MADE CHILI
RAY'S HAMBURGERS

55c
25c

8 - Inch Pizza made to order _ _ $1.30
SHRIMP PLATE — 21 Count

— A Family Restaurant —

$1.60

The Kentucky Senate unanimously passed Friday a bill
outlawing discrimination ' because of sex or age.
The action drew applause
from the gallery as Kentucky's
Civil Rights Act of 1966 was
brought in line with the Federal
Civil Rights Act of 1968 and the
Federal Age Discrimination in

$75.00 Worth of F-R-E-E Fabrics
With purchase of
any new
SINGER
Touch -'N - Sew
Sewing Machine!

100% POLYESTER KNITS
60" Wide ____ $3.88 Yd.

The Senate Friday passed a bill
Employment Act of 1967.
which could lead to a tax of up
The bill would prohibit dis- to 2 per cent
on all Kentucky
crimination in the hiring of water users.
women or persons between the
The measure was approved
ages of 40 and 65.
without debate or discussion as
The Senate defeated 4-24 an
part of the Senate's "consent
amendment that would have calendar" which is
used to exstricken a substantial portion of pedite
routine legislation.
the bill dealing with public acIt creates the Kentucky Polcommodations.
lution Abatement Authority
The same amencbnent had which could impose the tax to
been added to an identical bill finance revenue bonds for waby the Senate judiciary com- ter treatment projects.
mittee by a bare margin of 4-3.
The measure stirred conSen. Michael Moloney, D-Lex- troversy in the House because
ington, said that if the amend- of its tax potential, but only a
ment were adopted Kentucky few senators in the closing
"would be going back several hours of the session seemed to
years." The change, he said, know any details of the lengthy
"would permit Kentucky not measure.
only to be out of balance with
federal law but probably with a
majority of very serious thinking in this area across the
country."
Majority Leader Walter
(Dee) Huddleston, D-Elizabethtown, concurred saying, "Our
— Polyethelene
experience has taught us that it
— Pliable
is no great burden to treat our
— Will not rot
fellow man as an equal."
The bill extends the civil
or mildew
rights law to cover licensing ,
agencies, deletes exclusion of
an individual acting for himself
in a real estate transaction and
expands coverage in the renting of apaiments and rooms.
— 1/4"
3c ft.
It also appropriates $50,000
— 3/8"
4c ft.
for each of the next two years
— 1/2"
to the Kentucky Commission on
Sc ft.
Huntan Rights to handle ac6c ft.
— 5/8"
tions brought under the revised
—3/4"..7c ft.
bd.!.
The act was amended to exempt bona fide seniority sysWe Make Keys
tems or employee benefit plans
from inclusion under its provisions and to reduce a proposed
160-day deadline for the filing
of housing discrimination complaints back to the present 30
days.

South African diamond minMexico and Japan have signed
Australia has the highest deers have to dig up and sift a a bilateral air treaty
permitting
gree of urbanization in the
hundred million pounds of sand airlines of both nations to fly
world, with 83.3 per cent of the
and gravel for each pound of between Mexico City
and Tokyo.
population living in urban areas.
gems they find.

Fresh As The Daisy.
— For Spring
and Easier!

ROPE RIOT
SALE!

— Your Choice of Fabrics, and
— Your Choice of Cabinet
or carrying case
— Hurry In Nowl

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

New Shipment! 45" Wide!

PRINTED JERSEY
$1.39 Yard

Closeout Table! Your Choice 58c Yd.
FULTON Singer SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phone 479-1922

PRICES
GOOD
THRU
MAR.

'Sleeper' Tax
Bill Passes
In Assembly

CALL USY479-112

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1972

Lilted Salvage
Compaq

Howard Wolf's
impeccable
shirting adopts
a darkly sheer
outlook at the top,
a contrast.bright
woven Dacron*
polyester/cotton
skirt.
White/Navy;
6-16. $46

Howard Wolf's
status sheer, soft as
summer itself.
Dacron* polyester/
cotton with
permanently pleated
skirt, and contrast
dickey that's
tucked and bowed.
Navy, Brown, 6-16.
$50

The Daisy
ilANKAMERICARD:

Southern Village Shopping Canter
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton

garland
LADIES NEW
SPRINGBAGS
ES
— Solids, Assorted
and Multi - Colors

BOYS SUITS
SIZES 4 TO 12

$5.99 To $10.99

$2. To $5.50
SIZES 4 TO 14 IN NEW

Children's Dresses
$4.29 To $7.00

JUNIOR MISS

DRESSES
Sizes 8 To 13

Boys Dress Slacks

$8. To $16.00

- 175

SIZES 6 - 18, FLARES, BEG. & SLIMS

649.00
;ALE

$5.99 To $10.99

39

ION, TENN.

FIRST QUALITY

DOUBLE KNIT
100% POLYESTER

$2.79 Yd.

MENS SUITS
Double Knit!
$50.00
SHORT -REGULAR -LONG

Ladies Spring Sandals

SUPERSTARS!
Super-colored dot print tops in three great
styles to match our neat and nifty doubleknit
separates — schooltime, playtime, anytime.
"Every Wear" by Garland.

fc
/Weaktan4
RI
N
AWROSSOMMUSIMERMing.M:

Arriving Daily!
New Styles, Colors! $2.00— $4.77

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thur, 8:30 - 6: Fri. - Sat. - 8:30 - 8

master charge

SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.
March 18—In a February ceremony in Saint Gerard Catholic
Church, Lansing, Mich., Miss
Connie Owens and Domonic F.
Verderese were united in marriage.
Miss Owens is the only dough. . ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Gene
Owens, South Fulton, and Mr.
Verderese is the son of Mr. and
. Mrs. Domonic A. Verderese of
Lansing.
Father Webber officiated at
the double-ring service. The
couple pledged their vows before an altar of greenery, white
MUMS and yellow and apricot
roses. The family pews were
marked with ivory satin streamers, tied in love-knots.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Pauline Redmond and Mrs. Es:. ter Novice of Lansing.
Miss Owens, given in marriage by her father, wore a fulllength gown of ivory silk over
taffeta, with Alencon lace and
seed pearl trim. The bodice
.....-yras fashioned with a small
stand-up collar, and long bishop
lace sleeves. The skirt was full
F., with appliqued designs of lace
and seed pearls. The detachable chapel train fell gracefully
from the waistline. Her veil

a

mother 01 the groom, wore a
pink dress with black accessories and a corsage of pink
roses. Mrs. Peter Decera, also
a grandmother of the groom,
wore a soft beige crepe dress,
FULTON, Ky., March 18—
with beige accessories. She wore
Mrs. Gertrude U. Moore, wora pink rose corsage .at her
thy grand matron, Order of the
shoulder. ,
Eastern Star of Kentucky, conNick Pavona of Lansing,
ducted the official inspection of
cousin of the groom, served as
Fulton City Chapter No. 41 at a
beet man. Groomsmen were
meeting held at the Masonic
Guy Verderese, a cousin of the
Temple with Mrs. Mildred Jackgroom, Jerry Johnson and
son, worthy matron, presiding.
David Howland, all of Lansing.
Distinguished guests welFollowing the wedding, a reception was held at Tarpotts comed included, Mrs. Moore,
Restaurant, after which the Bill Cates, past grand patron of
couple left on a wedding trip Kentucky, Margo Cromwell and
to Beneria, Calif , where the Gladys Nance, grand chapter
izroom Is stationed in the U. S. committee members; Kenneth
Maynard, deputy grand patron
NAVY.
Mr. and Mrs. Domonic A. of District 22 and worthy patron
Verderese entertained the mem- of Cuba Chapter 519, Dorothy
hers of the wedding party with Brown, deputy grand matron of
District v, James Demery,
a rehearsal dinner.
deputy grand patron of District
18 and worthy patron of Grand
PROJECT—A Kentucky Rivers Chapter 484, Martha Cosproject to train some 2000 by, grand representative of New
emergency service personnel in Jersey.
emergency medical care has
Worthy matrons presented
been cited by the National
and welcomed included Lue Nell
Highway Traffic Safety Peck of Esther No. 5, Paducah,
Administration for Marion Cocke, Wickliffe; Avice
outstanding work in the Barnett, Hardin; Bonnie Perkdevelopment of its training ins, Mayfield; Aline Weaver,
program. Requests have been Water Valley; Maxine Maynard,
received from several states for Cuba; and Lois Wilson, Clinton.
video tapes produced at the
Worthy patrons presented were
University of Kentucky
I. W. Barnett, Hardin; Sandy
Medical Center for the
Everette, Wickliffe; Roy PerkProgram.
ins, Mayfield, and George Byers,

Fulton Chapter
Honored By
Official Visit

Owens-Verderese Vows
Repeated In Michigan
was of ivory silk with lace trim.
Her only jewelry was a pearl
ring, a gift from the groom.
Miss Owens carried a bridal
bouquet of pale yellow mums
and apricot roses, tied with
cream satin ribbons.
Mrs. Jan Pentecost of East
Lansing, Mich., the bride's aunt,
was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Miss Rosanne Verderese and Miss Adie Verderese,
the groom's sisters.
Junior bridesmaid was Miss
'Libby Pentecost of East Lansing, cousin of the bride. They
wore identical dresses of avocado green with shoes to
match. The soft A-line, floor
length skirts were of shandlene
fabric. They wore fresh flowers of apricot and yellow in their
hair. They carried hand bouquets of apricot and yellow baby
mums, with long avocado
streamers.
The bride's mother, Mrs. Gene
Owens, were a cream silk dress
trimmed with pearls. Mrs. Verderese, mother of the groom,
wore an apricot A-line dress of
silk. Each mother wore a corsage of apricot roses and baby
hearts, tied with cream ribbons.
Mrs. Patsy Verderese. grand-

Clinton.
Sandra Kay Frazier and Ed- Alaskan Peaks High
NOME — Of the 20 highest
ward Dale Frazier were initiated
into the order with worthy pa- peaks in the United States, 17
tron Samuel Jackson presiding are in Alaska, all above 14,006
during conferring of degrees.
feet.
A buffet dinner was served at
8:00 p.m, by co-hostesses Pauline Bell, Lucille Maurer, Mabel
Davis and several members of
the dinner committee.
Preceding the opening of the
chapter, Hazel Taylor presented
an addendum in behalf of Mrs.
Moore, which was followed by a
vocal selection by the officers.
Mrs. Lucille Maurer, Mabel
Davis and Joan Williams were in
charge of decorations.
Elizabeth Darnell, Juanita McCall and Garnett Price presided
at the guest register.
Following the meeting, refreshments were served to approximately 125 guests by Mrs.
Blondelle Holland.

Set To Register
Some 17-Year-Olds
The Obion County Election
Commission has been directed to
register all 17-year-olds for the
purpose of voting in the
presidential primary on May 4, if
they will be 18 years of age on or
before Nov 4--the date of the
general election.
Jack Burdick. chairman of the
Election Commission, said the
directive simply means that most
high school seniors will be
eligible to vote in the election,
since most will be 18 by Nov. 4.

Wh
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58" x 80"
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2 - AUTO?
1951 Ford 2 dr.
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FRANKLIN

DAIRY E0

Surge Compress,
2 Surge Milk Ur
20 Milk Cans
2 8 Can Cooler'
2 Milk Carts
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Mr. Ce
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114 LAKE STREET
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SPRING
FABRICS

Nei
Bel
all
trz:IC

2 yd.art $410
DOUBLE KNIT
Polyester
,00%
Double Knit
(Slightly Irreg.)

HANDBAGS
4•Ik
-{11.sos
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ow.0,- 4
• 1. diirtv

.
LADIES'DRESSES

4-.•

,

. i
0 A

..lf

INFANTS' WEAR

Junior and
Misses' Sixes

$300
Big selection of Easter dresses in blends or
cottons.

Oilier Styles of Polyester Fabric.
Comfort•ble. smart looking styles in junior and
misses sites. 7 to 20, half
16Vr to 241
/
4.

Girls' DRESSES

GIRLS' DRESSES

M•ri's lists S. M, L. and XL 82.00 and $2.50
Good looking styles of solid colors, stripes
and p•tt•rns. Short slerives.

Boys' Flare Pants
Assorted colors in
stripes and plaid,.
Silts 6 to 16.

BOYS' WEAR
Smart looking out- $300
fits in assort•d
colors. Sizes 6 to
18 months.

$3 aid $
Just in limo for th• Easter Parade
of fashion for your little girl. S•lect
from • big assortment of pretty
styles and bright colors. Half or
three quarter length sleeves. Si,.,
1 to 14.

BOYS' and GIRLS' SHOES

$2" $2"
Big selection to choose from. Great
savings on Easter shoes.

Fruit
the Le
and
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What Did Assembly Achieve? It Depends On Your Viewpoint
What was accomplished or not
done in the past Kentucky legislative session depends, as the
cliche has it, on one's viewpoint1/ consumerism is your prime
Interest, you should be satisfied, for the 1972 General As-

sewntity—under prodding of the sumer bills had been kicking
Democratic administration — around unsuccessfully for
passed meaningful statutes to years.
protect against commercial
He might have added they
fraud.
also had been kicked to death
As Gov. Wendell Ford com- by the previous Republican admented in the closing hours of ministration. Now, the conthe session, a number of con- sumer stands 'is bit taller and

PUBLIC SALE
WrDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1972-10:00 A. M.
Selling at the Cecil Forrester Farm located approx. 4 miles northwest of Latham, Tenn.
Turn west off Hwy 118 approx. I mile north of Latham, than south on 2nd gravel rood and
proceed to sale. Follow Auction Arrows.

EQUIPMENT

I AM QUITTING FARMING

No. 612 Ford 2 row silage
cutter, cut 20 acres
A John Deere (gas) with roll— No. 530 Ford Hey Baler,
a—matic front end, Live
string Si.
PTO, (needs battery)
2 x 14" Ferguson Plows
801 Ford Power — Master (gas) 6' Dearborn Pick Up Disc
power steering, 5 speed,
2 Row Rotary Hoe, Pull Type
Livia PTO
2 Row Front Mt. John Deere
2 - AUTOMOBILES
Cultivator
1951 Ford 2 dr. sedan, 6 cyl.
Ferguson 2 Row Cultivator
1962 R•mbler 4 di- sedan,
2000 Lb. Pro--Lix Liquid
(no motor)
Feed Tank
4 Wheel John Deere Wagon,
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
with grain bed and silage
Surge Compressor and Lines
gate
Wizard Weed Control Elect
2 Surge Milk Units
Fence Charger
20 Milk Cain
2 Wheel Trailer, 80 Bale Good
2 - 8 Can Coolers
Jap Hay
2 Milk Carts
2 x 4" J. D. Trailer Plow 2 id4"
2 - TRACTORS

5' Dreg Type Disc
2 Section Harrow
6' Ferguson Pu Disc
6' Ford Cycle Type Mower
2 - 6' Ford Mower Blades
6' Rear Mt. Blade, adjustable
Dearborn Rear Mt. Scoop
2 Cross Cut Sews
2 x 14" Trailer Plows
2 Eye Laundry Stove
Items Too Numerous To Mention.
SALE will be held inside in •
large heated building on the
farm, plenty of room. A pre.
auction inspection is invited.
NOTE: Yes friends and neighbors here is some good farm
equipment and crop time is
just around the corner, so make
plane now for you and your
friends to attend this sale on
Wednesday, March 295h, at
10:00 A. M. — For Further Information contact —

Mr. Cecil Forrester & Son, Owners — Rt. 3, Martin, Tenn.38237
Sale Conducted by — Ainley's Auction Service — Dukedom, Tenn.
Rubent Ainley Auctioneer — Lic. No. 6, Pho. 901 - 822-3593
Office 472-1371 — Licensed & Bonded in Kentucky & Tennessee
Graduate Professional Service With A Definite Effort To Please,

has a stronger voice.
But a consumer also is one
who needs a loan occasionally,
and in this aspect the General
Assembly seems to have ignored his welfare in the interest of lending institutions.
Of course, the various versions to help banks and loan
firms don't bear the official administration stamp, but Ford
defended them in talking to
newsmen informally on the last
day of the session.
His theory is that leeway
allowed—higher interest rates
and longer loan periods—will
help stimulate the economy.
That may not be the way the
borrower looks at it. The ceiling on the interest he pays has
been raised in several instances
and the amount he carries
away as part of a loan actually
is less proportionately considering the extended payment
time.
In fact, rarely in any session
have the financial special interests—the banks and loan companies — benefited so handsomely.
If you are conservationistminded, the legislature has presented you with a mixed bag.
The most obvious advance is
the combining of anti-pollution
functions into one umbrella
agency, which hopefully will
operate efficiently and economically. This has been overdue in
an era of emphasis on pollution.
But if you hoped to halt the
ravages of strip mining in Eastern Kentucky, the session must
rank as a distinct disappointment.
The strip mining industry
may emerge in better shape

partly because of the administration's severance tax on coal.
The severance tax is a "progressive" levy in that it shifts
the burden from the "ordinary"
taxpayer to business, especially
when combined with fulfillment
of Ford's pledge to remove the
food tax, a "retrogressive"
levy.
But in the process. conservationists have expressed
concern that the severance tax
will "lock in" strip mining at
the expense of deep mining, a
more expensive operation
which is less harmful to the environment.
Maybe strip mining's current
heyday is inevitable on an economic basis regardless of how
the administration handles the
problem.
The industry simply cannot
be abolished, for tens of thousands of jobs, especially in the
mountains, depend on its continuance.
However, some of its abuses
might have been better con-

trolled.
One target was the broad
form deed, which allows an operator to extract the coal by
any method he wishes, often resulting in destroyed and polluted lands.
Ford never promised to loosen the validity of the broad
form deed—on the contrary he
affirmed its lawfulness—and
the legislature has done practically nothing in response to
pleas and complaints from strip
mine enemies.
The governor has boasted his
new $3.5 billion budget is oriented towards people. Ironically, the Associated Industries of
Kentucky has upheld his claim
by bitterly denouncing numerous bills.
The AIM said the new legislation is telling employers in effect: "To hell with you . . .
take your jobs elsewhere!"
It mentions among other
things the indirect $18 million a
year additional income tax on
corporations—which after all
could have been imposed on

IT'S

4.

LallIIMI 0.1111111.1111W

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
114 LAKE STREET

7 Colgate
.. 04°
Ccdgat- —
5.. Toothpaste _
t with coupcn
(Limit 2)
44 .
Mennen Pushbutton
Size

i
, 00"

Y. Polyester
table Knit
shtly Irreg.)

W/O Coupon

Coupon Good ThruSat., March 25, 1972

Men's Permanent Press
DRESS and SPORT SHIRTS
Values to $3"
DRESS STYLES

2

fff $6

SPORT STYLES

2

Special Purchase!
Boys' Regular

SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
each
$200
No-iron polyester-cotton blend in
assorted color solids and fancies.
Long point collars. Blue, gold,
green, tan, navy and red. 6 to 18.

With This
Coupon
(Limit 2)

C Reg. Price
W/O Coupon

Coupon Good Thru Sat., March 25, 1972'
Mennen

Baby Magic
9-oz.
Size

4

75
SUAVE

(16-oz.) Protein

(16-oz.) Protein

(. ;-, -"\-2,
,..
_
,

Mennen Protein 29

Hairspray For Men
7-oz.
7
5C
Size

for $5

Short sleeve styles with long point or spread collars
with regular or tapered bodies. Solids, stripes and
novelty patterns in assorted colors including blue,
gold, green, tan, red and navy. Sport styles also in
white. Polyester-cotton blend needs no ironing. Dress
styles 14 to 17; sport styles S-M-L-XL.

rE.._

SUAVE

5
0c

• Navy • Red • Brown
• Gray
• Tan

(Limit 2)

Skin Bracer

Shampoo

Won't wrinkle . . . never
need ironing. Today's most
popular slach are made of
double knit material. Choose
from solids and fancies in
sizes 29 to 42.

_COUPON—
Lysol Spray
With Thina5
4Req. Price
CouPon

Mennen

67

1495

FULTON, KY.

Colgate Tooth Paste

C

EXCELLENT VALUES

.

1,4.
4 a. 4,__.t4,

Shaving Lather
Lime
67c
10-oz,

Continental and Belted
Styles with Flared
or Tapered Legs

OI

I
0

Mennen Soft-Stroke

100% Polyester
DOUBLE KNIT
MEN'S SLACKS
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Deodorant 01

New styles in Ties,
Belts, Sox and
all your needs

As for the majesty —or
idiocy—of the law, a much-heralded Kentucky Penal Code to
modernize and coordinate all
statutes has been passed.

0

at
Whot o wonderful sessar0 .0,irds singing, gentle breezes
wafting the pleosiq Fragdincies of blooming flowers
.
all am thing@Ohe• -tpikattsplAttrici gnioyable. Come in tit-,
day and give yourself a lift!

and that tax is by no means
"progressive."
The urban Kentuckian probably has been given more freedom by the General Assembly
to determine his destiny.
Examples are the home rule
bill for Louisville, the local option bill on Sunday closings and
even the local option arrangement for liquor sales on Sunday
in certain cities.
Yet, the rural Kentuckian has
received benefits, too, in the
form of various bills offering
potential state aid.
And the traditional tobacco
base of the small farmer 'remains untouched by any real or
imagined threat from an additional tax on cigarettes, now
among the lowest in the nation.

"Inflation Fighters"

than ever and, strange to say,

And the Bargains
Are Blooming.

personal incomes of people.
It mentions workmen's and
unemployment compen sat ion
measures which will cost industry and business more—and
consequently will benefit workers more.
1.1 mentions the LSO million
annual severance tax—which
could have stayed on in the
form of the sales tax on groceries.
The AIM in effect is confirming that the shift in taxation in the past session has
been towards business rather
than people, and the General
Assembly made the change
only because the governor so
decreed.
To that extent the "little
man" is a beneficiary of 1972
legislation. But, just as he is
caught in the lending squeeze,
he also is forced to spend another 2 cents per gallon of
gasoline for his car under the
administration's tax increase

Creme Rinse
S
i...UdVt'
)

4

16-oz.
Size

4

5

Mennen Protein 21

Mennen Protein 21

Hair Spray

Conditioner

MUINi
rill1)

13-oz.
Size

...r.7,g,
4,,.
_/,:,
........

$1 50

Iv)

7.".
Size

Lysol Spray
14-oz. Size

854

e

$1 5
0

Woodbury
Shampoo
5
04

utt
:
•
.
0.•

With Coupon — Limit 2

.....

50
Rinse
SuaveWithCreme
Lemon

15-ce.

-

Boating, Arson Officers
Begin 4- Week Training

FULTON

4
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.22 Longs
Fluorination Banned
STOCKHOLM — The Swedish Used In 1900

The first .22
Its preslaw that allowed the flourina- Ions rifle cartridge in
the
conversations.
tion of water for dental-health ent form was brought out by
Peters Cartridge Co. in 1900,
He met with Gov. Wendell purposes.
H. Ford for approximately one
hour, as he does three days
each week.
Then he presided over an
afternoon Senate session,
Air Conditioning and heating
followed by a joint meeting in
his office between the Senate
FIVE YEAR CX GUARANTEE
Committee on Committees
and Rules Committee.
Our Five-Year Guarantee dudes parts, labor and reDuring the brief periods of
your new air conditioning frigerant required. However,
for
time sandwiched between
equipment will take care of it does not include cleaning or
scheduled meetings, he wrote
the cost of parts, service labor replacement of your air filletters and visited with friends
and refrigerant for•period*. ters, which must be maintainto
day
in Frankfort for the
five years from the installa- ed by you. Other items exin
legislature
watch the
cluded (which rarely, if ever,
tion date.
session.
Some of the important fea- require service) are cabinets,
He wrapped up some
tures of this insured warranty painting, trim, etc., end It
does not cover maintenance
unfinished business and left
Ire:
the office at 6:30 p.m. to
1. The warranty is non- items such as lubrication,
cancellable. In the unlikely cleaning and inspections.
attend a reception held by
Naturally, we cannot be reevent something should hapRep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
pen to our company, another sponsible for conditions befor some of his constitutents.
our control, such as
yond
conqualified company will
After the reception he
tinue to service your equip- damage caused by fire, floods,
attended a dinner for
ment through the full flee- windstorm. and lightening.
legislators, sponsored by a
year period (at no cost to However, property insurance
Masonic Lodge, where he was
normally covers most of these
you.)
the featured speaker.
2. The warranty covers air accidents. And, of cowrie, we
He returned home at 10
cannot b. hold rosponsibl• for
in,
equipment
conditioning
and made some late phone
stalled at "your address". vandalism, misus• or willful
calls before retiring at
This means that it automati- nogIse.
midnight.
cally is transferred to a new NOTE: Belts are excluded on
systems over 5 tons.
After the General Assembly
owner should you sell.
adjourns, March 17, his
3. Whenever your air conbe
ditioning equipment requires
workday will not
repair or replacement of a
shortened. The time now
part, we will percomponent
the
spend presiding over
form the work required dUrSenate largely will be spent
ing normal working hours at
working on commissions and
no charge to you. This incommittees to which he is
assigned by the Constitution,
the statutes, or the governor.

472-16

Parliament has rescinded a 1982

FRANKFORT, Ky.--One of
the case of married taxpayers
filing jointly) in income other the busiest men in Frankfort
than wages. In addition, the currently is Julian M. Carroll,
waiver applies only for tax Kentucky's newly elected
year 1971.
lieutenant governor.
For more information on
many
so
Because
estimated tax, see Publication
are not aware of
505, Tax Withholding and Kentuckians
functions of
Declaration of Estimated Tax. the duties and
Q) My employer transferred connection with the sale or It's available free by dropping their lieutenant governor, a
the
or
residence
a
of
me to another state last year purchase
a postcard to your IRS dis- reporter and photographer
and as a result I plan to claim termination or acquisition of trict office.
spent a day with Lt. Gov.
a moving expense deduction. In a lease and $1,000 for exCarroll recently, in an effort to
addition, my wife and I are penses for house-hunting trips
Q) My son purchased a car better acquaint the public with
and
lodging
thinking of filing separate re- and temporary
last year. Does the amount he
his office.
turns. Are the dollar limita- meals at the new location.
paid count toward his support
As lieutenant governor,
Married couples who meet when I figure out whether or
tions on moving expenses difpresides over the
ferent for spouses filing jointly the qualifications under the not I can claim him as a de- Carroll
Kentucky Senate, currently in
revised rules may disregard pendent?
and separately?
the dollar limitations for marregular 1 e gislative session.
A) No. The purchase of an
A) In addition to direct costs ried filing separately listed on
Kentucky's
Under
be
may
of moving, expenses
Form 3903, Moving Expense automobile, whether by you or Constitution, the General
your dependent, is not condeducted for the sale or pur- Adjustment.
Assembly meets for 60
sidered when determining total
chase of a residence or the
working days every two years.
Q) Some friends and I are support.
termination or acquisition of
Another Constitutional duty
a lease, house-hunting trips, planning to form an investQ) If I let the IRS compute of the lieutenant governor is to
.- Mon. • Tues.
and temporary lodging and ment club. Does the IRS have
re- act as governor when Gov.
meals at the new location. a publication on the tax duties my tax, will it delay any
However, the total deduction and responsibilities of such a fund I may have coining?
Wendell H. Ford is absent
members?
for these three categories club and its
A) No. The IRS can com- from the state.
the
with
cannot exceed $2,500
Among the statutory duties
A) -Yes. Call your local IRS pute the tax and issue a reHATA PAIR! latter two limited to no more office
of the state's second highest
or write to your IRS fund within 4-6 weeks from
than $1,000 in total. The limidistrict office and ask for a the date the return is filed ranking official are
tation is half the above
copy of Publication 550, Tax with the service center. So, membership on the Kentucky
amounts, $1,250 and $500, for
Information on Investment actually, your refund will not Turnpike Authority, State
certain married couples filing
Income and Expenses. It's be delayed by having IRS Buildings and Property
separate returns. However, if
compute the tax since the
available free.
Commission and the Archives
you and your wife file sepcomputations are checked on
and Records Commission and
arate income tax returns and
Q) I should have filed an all returns received.
COLOR by OCLLIKE
0
one of the following circum- estimated income tax return
he serves as chairman of the
RA NAVISION 2
Q) Do you have to use sales
stances exists, the $1,250 and last year, but I didn't. Will I
Legislative Research
$500 limitations do not apply: have to pay an estimated tax tax tables in your tax forms Commission.
1) Only one spouse com- penalty this year after my instructions to compute your
The day spent with Carroll,
sales tax deduction?
mences work at a new princi- Form 1040 is processed?
which was termed "average"
which
for
work
of
pal place
A) No. If you kept records, by his staff, was filled with
A) The six percent penalty
a deduction is allowable, or
actual two breakfasts, meetings with
2) Both spouses commence for underpayment of 1971 es- you can deduct the
sales tax state officials, presiding over a
work at new principal places timated income tax does not amounts you paid in
if you use Senate session, a reception for
of work which are at least 50 apply in the case of single for 1971 However,
Delivery of mail by air was
tables to deter- a group of political friends, a
miles apart and they do not persons with gross incomes of the sales tax
you may speech before a fraternal demonstrated in the United
deduction,
your
not more than $10,000 or mar- mine
same
the
at
together
reside
— SOON -in 1911,
amount shown
organization, and finally States and England
residence during the taxable ried persons filing jointly, add to the
heads of households and sur- sales tax paid on the purchase
Dirty Harry
a two-hour with the first regular U.S. civil
for
year.
home
returning
airplanes,
the second situation, viving spouses with incomes of automobiles,
telephone an service beginning In 1918.
rfrirone With The Wind" a Under
and ma- session of
husband and wife filing a of not more than $20,000 boats, mobile homes
own
your
build
to
terials
not
did
001 A Space Odyssey joint return may each deduct provided the taxpayer
up to $2,500 for expenses in have more than $200 ($400 in home.

w thru Saturday

f

This column of questions and answers on federal
-A-DEE- 000-DAH! tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

tdraniat ze your

tormitev aft
Matched to Your
Every Mood

(Service Depart.)

119 MORRIS STREET,

lars, with the new big,
brighter ties to match.

COPE
STOXLE1

CATS'

MIRACLI

SALA
PEPSI C

Dann

Dr. Peter W. Whaley, assistant
professor of geotogy at Murray
State University, has been selected to receive a grant to attend a short course in geology
in Florida and the Bahamas
June 4-15.
A w a r de d by the National
Science Foundation, the grant
will support a 12-day study of
conditions under which limestone is deposited In reef and
shallow ma rifle bay environ-

1=1.414111=114)

CI

wants.
117117 joined the marSite Ear:silty Is 1968, said
he hopes to use knowledge
gained during the session to apply to the limestone deposits
filind In West Kentucky. He was
one of 22 chosen from more than
100 applicants for the short
course.

with
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DUNCAN H

Natural
Vitamin
Products

er weights, wider col-

C
sawneeliew
MAXWEI

OFFICE PHONE (901) 4194311

Newt We Have Them!
brighter colors, light-

WE
RESERVE
THE
RIGHT
TO
LIMIT
QtistuTITIE

Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

SUPER SAYIJIt
Al Evans Drug
—

The shirts of Spring:

All princip
high and e
have been
positions ani
office of Sup
Blakemore
renamed, ai
Blakemore.
Billy -Gen
continue as
County Cen
while Billy f
elected *safe
Randy Pitt
Kenton Rig]

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

Receive Grant

you'll find one of the largest selections of
Shirts and Slacks at Kasnow's.

Prir.

CAKE
CORN OIL

PARIC1

White Rain
Ex-Hold Hair Spray
13-cd; Reg. $1.49

79c
Head & Shoulders

SLACK
casuals
Easy-going slacks.
Polyester knits ...
straight-legged or
flared, patterned
or solid colors.

Lotion Shampoo
Reg. $2.45

$1.48
Bayer Aspirin
Twelve
Reg. Price 29c

Cabinet features Colonial styled full base,
decorative pilasters and simulated dowel plugs.
Genuine Maple veneers and select hardwood solids.

Mediterranean Style
Richly detailed cabinet is accented with authentically
styled hardware and a massive, contoured base.

SUNSHINE

Casters. Genuine dark finished Oak veneers
and select hardwood solids,
with the look of fine distressing.

19c
Sominex
Tablets, 72's
Reg. $3.59

SALT!:

SUNSHINE

• Chromacolor 100 Picture Tube with
Glare-Ban Picture Face
• Customized Tuning
• Titan 100 Handcrafted Chassis
• Super Video Range Tuner
• Automatic Fine-tuning Control

amok

PURIN)

$2.19
Intensive Care

Foo

CHROMACOLOR...the picture
so bright..,so sharp...it's the
standard of excellence in color tv!

Lotion
Reg. Price $1.19

79c
Gilette Reg.

Foam Shave
Reg. 89c

KASNOW is
448 LAKE ST

49c
Sr 50 Years
CO

FIJI TON

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT I

Lake St.

Fulton

ROPER TELEVISION

Over 50Y
Service
Experience

°Igor.
Coffee _
Cot
: With col
'put% Exc
: producti

• voi# ,
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Principals In County Re-elected
All principals of Obion County
high and elementary schools
have been re-elected to their
positions and personnel in the
office of Superintendent George
Blakemore also have been
renamed, according to
Mr.
Blakemore.
Billy Gene Forrester will
continue as principal at Obion
County Central High School,
while Billy Reese Dean was reelected assistant principal.
Randy Pitts is principal at both
Kenton High School and the
WE
RESERVE
THE
RIGHT
TO
LIMIT
QUANTITIES

EDUCATION-State School
Half of the high school graduThe uranium-lead method is
Supt. Dr. Lyman V. Ginger ates in America go on to college, used to estimate the age of
said Kentucky should prepare and 20 per cent earn degrees. rocks.
for a complete revamping of
struction; Mrs Ruth Gregory, its school tax system in the
attendance supervisor; Mrs. next two years. He said the
Lafgyne Reed, secretary and change may be necessary
bookeeper; Mrs. Virginia Benrecent court
nett, secretary and Head Start because of
bookkeeper; Harold Johnson, decisions challenging
vocational supervisor; Mrs. property-tax financing of
Dianne
Sisco, lunchroom public schools as being
and
supervisor, and Mrs. Elizabeth discriminatory
Baker, materials clerk.
unconstitutional.
Members of the supplementary
personnel staff include: Tommy
Morris, director, Mrs Irene Anabel Sines, terminal operator,
MEMBER
Howell, reading supervisor; Miss and Miss Camelia Cunningham,
Debbie Mitchell, secretary;Mrs. librarian.

town's elementary school.
Principal of South Fulton High
School is Virgil Yates.
Momentary school principals
renamed include: Charles
Morris, Troy; Ralph White,
Hornbeak;
Oden
Fowler,
Cloverdale; Lester Betty, Obion;
Clifford Wright, Rives; Leburn
Kirk, Dixie; James Faulkner,
South Fulton, and William
Vinson, Woodland Mille.
Members of Mr. Blakemore's
office staff are: Mrs. Monya
Sanders, supervisor of in-

CCCis coming•

We Accept U.S.D.A.
Food Coupons

COFFEE

cPOUND

with
coupon

.

.

vice Mgr.
ON, TENN.

GIANT
SIZE

MIRACLE WHIP

cit sco
LIQUID

4folbs,,,

Backs - Necks Lb. 15c

GIZZARDS Lb. 39c

joy_

TUNA

29c

2 - 6 1/2-oz. Can

Shortening

BROWN AND SERVE

.

pkg.

•

KRAFT

3Lbs. 89c

BISCUITS
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

VELVEETA

2 Lb.Box $1.19

SACRAMENTO

.

'

PEACHES

3 No. 2 1/2 Cans

Ballard

.
MILK MAID

. PERSONAL

with coupon

Ends and
centers
mixed

"
ca s
3

MISS LIBERTY

25 bibag.$3

PURINA DOG

69

Food

with
coupon

.

;wAciNK

Chips

-

lb.

12 oz.
indiv.
slices

.

Cneese

MILK 1 2gal. __ 59c

Gal. __ $1.17

PORK & BEANS 303 Can 6 For $1.00

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

ffee
Over 50 Yeart
Service
Experience

lb. Can 39

S & N Green Stamps 50,

.•;; With coupon and $5.00 purCoupon Worth 56c
With coupon and $7.50 Addi.5 *chase, Exc. Tobacco and Dairy
products.
pur. Exc. Tobacco & Dairy
products. —
Void Aftar March

2s, 19n

Void After March 21, 1912
inaVBSVISMONPARii:

Chickasaw

lb.

NICE THICK

BOLOGNA

FAT BACK

12-oz.Pkg 59c

OLD FASHIONED

FRESH SLICED

BOLOGNA Whole or Half Stick Lb.39c

BEEF LIVER

Lb. 19c ,
Lb 49c

.

lb.
Portion59
.

Butt Portion
.

.

MORTON'S —Except Ham, Shrimp

SLICED SMOKED

GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN

Lb. 49c Dinners 11-oz. Pkg. 39c

(3 - Lbs. and Down)

MORTON'S

French Fries 2 lb. bag 35c

11-ta.

Lb. 69c Meat Pies

5 For $1.00

Fish Sticks
' 8-oz. Pkg. 49c
Luncheon Meat 3 pkgs. 89c r
TRADE WINDS
Li S No 1 SLAB Whole or Half
29c
Lb. 59c Hush Puppies
gac'on. —

FruitPies 3 For __ $1.00
SE ALDSWEET FROZEN
ORANGE

u.... Juice

Void After March 18, 1972

can

IMF

1O590

FLORIDA PASCAL
med.
stalk

1 Ot

SUNKIST ZIPPER SKIN

TANGERINES
39c n::.:4.:0:•.x.x.:44
(1
.
ORANGES
......
••...
_ _ _ — -P
—,?!
• .,..... —,,,,,,,,,,,,,....y!4•!•!4
,
,v.oxiiis
Cecil's Liberty Coupon.

29c.•

Coupon worth Gc
With coupon no other purchase:::
necessary.

12 oz. 294

U.S. No. 1 Red

doz.

King Size _ _ _ _ 590 lIvory 4 Bars

20-ca. Size

MORTON'S

TRADE WINDS

MRS. WEAVER SLICED

Personal

quid

0

S SOUTHERN BELLE lb•691 Shank
TENDER SM KED

i

Cecil's Liberty Coupon 'f]i:;?:
. •

Joy

. . 530

SLICED RINDLESS

FLORIDA

AWEASW'
uecil s Liberty doupon—:
olger's

lb.

F
i
L
a
e
a
r
l
e
59C Lettuce di90
6g iemons 49tcelery

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

LIBERTY

6 to 8 lb. average

lb.

SUNKIST

KRAFT

REELFOOT SMOKED

SLICED RINDLESS

ICEBERG

SUNSHINE

59c

59

lb.

in. 89t

MORRELL SLICED

FRESH

CleanserL79

LIBERTY

CHIPABOOS

First
Cut

.

Jowls
2%
4bar. Spare Ribs

89. SPIC AND SPAN

Lb.Box 39c

12-oz.Pkg.
49c
...........4

FRANKS

Center cut

.

.

5 sl 25bi . $11
SALTINES

$1.00

8I

8 oz.
can

coRN . FLouR ivory

SUNSHINE KRISPY

Lb. 89c

Pork

FAMILY

PARKAY

FRESH GROUND
4 lbs. or more
lb.

Breakfast lb. 9C4

Charmin

CORN OIL MARGARINE

Lb. $1.19

.

HOOP CHEESE

Lb. 89c

•

1/4 Pork

12

19-oz. Pkg. _ _ _ _ 39c

SIRLOIN STEAK

REELFOOT HOT DOG BRAND

59 . . 115
. . 4 prkolg. 394, coN
T SSUE
.
CAKE MIX

Lb. 29c

Rolls: Lo,IN
WKS
. BA
25. _ . . . 65. . . 69c 49
-

MISS LIBERTY

Tall
Can

DUNCAN HINES

..

U S. PRIME

Lb. 69c

e
lban.

MILK

with
coupon

lb.

OLD FASHIONED

3 890' OP

CARNATION EVAPORATE

KING thZE

3-1/2 breasts
3 thighs and
giblets

PIG TAILS

BURGER

CATFISH

09c

.•
.t. ,
'

F;r
ye
lL
rs
Y 1P
es
AsCK

FRESH FROZEN

FRESH FROZEN

DEL MONTE

al. Bottle

DRINKS

Lb, 59c
Lb. 55c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 89c

CHUCK STEAK

$1.19

48-oz. Bottle

W.Jar _ __ 69c OIL

PEPSI COLA & COCA COLA

CUT UP

U.S. CHOICE

CRISCO

SALAD DRESSING

Grade‘A'

LIVER

I

49 oz.
79c
•
•

.

U.S. INSPECTED

BREAST
CHICKEN THIGHS
CHICKEN LEGS
WINGS
Lb. 19c

CHICKEN

Detergent

TIDE

.

39c.FRYERS

TEXSUN

MAXWELL HOUSE

.

•

Lb. Bag 85c GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46-oz. _ _ _ _ 49c
COFFEE
SOLID
sToKLErs
5 Lbs. $1.00
OLEO
$1.00
For
_
_
CATSUP 14-oz. Bet. 4
.

radon:

.

'

Folgers

F.

lilt Oi°

STORE HOUFtS
MONDAY-SATURDAY
8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

.

FDIC

tie ,. . . , ,

Double Stamps On Wednesday

.

•

FARMERS EXCHANGE BANK

AD STARTS THURSDAY MORNING ENDS WEDNESDAY NIGHT
.
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.

With this coupon no other
purchase necessary.
Void After March 28, 1972

'5'

Dozen

:

49c
• •

-'

...

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
Spic & Span

hefway

• Cleanser 2 lb. box 79Ji

hortening 3 lb. can 69

Coupon worth 10c
with this coupon no other'
purchase necessary,
.
WV:: •

After March 29,.1979

'

With this coupon no other
purchase necessary.
Void After March 21, 1972
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rtveTw
p To 30' lb.

Save Up To 40' lb.

IIPE1-1111111T FILLY MATINS REEF

Sue 41$ lb. Is The

4tIs

Save Mt lb. Os The

StIe NIBS

$

1st 15 21128

119

09

lb.
lk

2
g

Save 30c lb. on Boneless

Chuck Roast
Save 40c lb. on Arm
Swiss Steak

Lb.

99c

Lb.

99c

3 lb. pkg. or more

Ground Chuck

FRESH WHOLE FRYERS
limit 4 with

BULK MEDIUM

VI
CI

YELLOW
ONIONS
3 lbs. 250

FRESH FRYER PARTS
Box-O -Chicken
(12 pcs. total)

$5.00 purchase

99c

Lb.

Care'

BEEF RIB ROAST

Save 31$ lb. II Arm Or
CUTS

MUDS Cyr

Fulton,

SIPER-IIIIT FILLY NAMES

CHUCK ROAST
Save 114 lb. Ii The

•

Vino-Ripo

LB.

LB.

(Family-Pack)
(4 lbs. $1.00) lb.

Tomatoes

Marhoefer

Happy Weiners 12pkg.oz. 55c
Bled.
Steak
Lb.
79c
Sliced
Allgood Bacon 2Pkil•lb. 5119
resh
Rainbow Trout Lb. $129
H&G Frozen
Codlings (4 lb. box $1.49) Lb. 39c
Super Right
1 lb.
Pork Sausage
59c
pkg.

29C

Texas Pink or White
Sweot and
Juicy

Grapefruit

5

Yellow Corn

8151"
Ears

49c

Fresh

Green Onions

Bchs

25c

A&P Large Size

Prunes

lb. pkg. 95c)

Pur

Lb. Pkg. 49c

In the Shell

Oran

Roasted Peanuts

LB.

Tan

39c

Salad
•

Mir
Kello

Cor

RIGHT GUARD ANTIPERSPIRANT
With Free Oinks Pen

1

8 oz.
can
- Magic

Spray Sizing
D"
(say. 20c)
.t Oven Cleaner
Save 17c on Hunt's

Tomato Paste

Save 400 so

99

20 oz.
can _ _ _

65c

16 oz.
— — .jar. — —
12 oz.
- cans 3 for

Sue 214 Si hni hly 011id

SP
RY
Shortening
& $5.00
or mere additional

WI
SK
Detergent
S1 49

Wisk

42 ea. C9c
coo

12$ off label III jet
99c
1.00

Sail DETERGENT

Evorvoav

Low PrIc°

49 oz.
Box

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE

59c

NO° ov•

3 lb.
bag

Sliced-Crushed-Chunk

$1.99

CHEER Detergent
10 lb.

az $2.69

Bea

(Sate 280

Morton's Frozon

Fruit Pies

(Savo 174Frozen Red or Grape

3"
pkg".: $1.00

Hawaiian Punch - - 4

6cao'
nzs

$1.00

Morton's Frozen

Pre-priced
MTh 11A1

Maxwell
House
Coffee

1 lb. cam
With Coupon & S5.00 or more
--Pttrfil‘s•

2

11 oz.

shortenhur eau 59c
with ooupon & i5.00
Additional Purchase. flood
only at A&P Valuelind.
Pen good thru
. Mar.-'
24. Rex Price without
Couoon. Limit One
Coupon per customer.

Essisszsg

Sunshine

Crackers

lb'"
6
29c
Good only at A&P
Vidueland. Coupon
good thru Sat., Mar.
U. Reg Price without
Coupon. Limit One
Coupon per customer.

KAM:

VCKEINS
BISOUICK...
Biscuit Mix b„ 59c
Good only at A&P
Valueland. Coupon
good thru Sat., Mar.
25. Reg Price without
Coupon. Limit One
Coupon per customer.

1,I6J1N

.110.

ea,

3

4•10
,
.0111.
••••••-

Maxwell House
COFFEE 1 lb.

Chu

A

99c

590

r 'AP_ Ap al a la aa ata'Ap
59c

with coupon ralig.011 Add.
Purchase. GOOn only at Ame
alueland. uoupon rood thru
Sat.. Mar. U. Reg Cries
without Coupon. Limit One
Coupon per customer.

AP Aprwri r

a AP

This Coupon Worth 4g•
Toward the purchase of a is
os. Jar of Inst. Maxwell Rouse
Coffee Good only at A&P fr11.111
Vainaland. Coupon good
Hazy Sat.. Mar. Id.
Reg Priest without
Coupon. Limit One
Coupon per customer.

ISAMU AP

WI
IV I

......mimemosussineessiessaileelleausssinn

AP Ape

89c

Liqu

emelleillieb

SPR

Do
Wind

Dinners

A&P "Grade A"
A & P Pineapple 3 20:6100 App
lesauce 16 oz. cans- 5 cans $1.00
Yellow Cling
Coffin'
A & P Peaches 3 tri,):- 51" Inst.
10 oz.
Eiyht O'Clock - jar —
—

Fab •

100%

Colombian
A&P
Vacuum
Coffee
1 lb. can

890

13, 1972 Page 7
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At A&P,thousands
of items stay
low priced!

ION

VALUE - LAND
CHECK AO VALUE-LAND'S EVERYDAY LOW LOW PRICES!

250

Ken-L-Ration

Heinz Strained

Baby Food

2 oz.
1
4/

jar

9c

Kraft

Mayonnaise

Qt.
Jar

69c

STARKIST
Light Chunk Tuna

Crisco
Quick
Minute Rice

49'

Ears

25c

Bchs

49c

Lb. Pkg.

Pampers
Pampers

Pure Lard

15c

CARNATION
Evaporated Milk

27-oz.
jar

Tang

$129

Kellogg's
, Post

Sugar Crisp

Salad Dressing

Flavor Gelatin

.r.t.sit.
Miracle W...114. rt

Jejlt,..tr. - ,,•,.,,—,,,.,,
Chocolate Syrup

Kelloggs
18-oz.
box

Corn Flakes

39c

Hershey's

AliPis tow

ibt.
150.....

30's

Alpo Beef

Dog Food

Rice Krispies
4 lb.
ctn.

12's

Daytime

6% sz.
400
Cal
What Are Toe Pay*?

49c

Sunnyfield

Orange
LB. 39C

14 oz.
Nn

89c

Can

Overnight

Shortening
3 lb.
am

151/2 os.

Dog Food

1 1C

12.

11c

29'

TIDE
Detergent

58'
53,

1:al
3

141/2 02.
can

lag Size
5 4b4az.bz1

ftelf "

" A

4-1b.
bag

Pinto Beans

etergent

i2.69

(Save 26C)

Peanut Butter

6 oz.
cans

,

$1.00

11 oz.
89c
go.

'
69
69c

46-oz.

$159

33-oz.
btl.

Window Cleaner w/sprayer
12 oz.
BU.

47c

Quart
Bottle

49'

79c

61/2 Oa.
can

39c

$1.39

$2.99
2-Lb.
Ctn.

$ 1 19

Macaroni & Cheese Dinner

Kraft

I

Vacuum
Coffins
1 lb. can

890

5 Iblag

11 lb. beg

620

$1.23

Jumbo Towels

5 lb ill

Velveeta

1 A &P

Dial
Reynolds Wrap

31-c

3 lb.
Can

18c

Pura Vegetable

Dexo Shortening

rkoz
box

Macaroni & Cheese Dinner
7%-oz.
box

A&P

23c
22c

Syrup

Log Cabin

12 oz.
btl.

LOW PRI

PARKAY
Margarine

Northern

Kraft Cheese Spread

7,010mbian

Roll

Facial Bar Soap

Pork & Beans tz. 3/89'

11 lb log

Chunk Light

A & P Tuna

12 oz.
jar

PORI
Dog Chow

81'

Liquid Detergent

Ivory

each

29'
lic

Btl.

Campbell's

Fabric Softener

Windex

Qt.

Orange Drink

Can

Jif

Downy

Wagner's

12"x 25'

Johnson's Floor Wax

Glo Coat

p001.
pkgs. $1.00

4-1b.
bag

Dried Beans

.

A&P
.Sugar

Dried

40'

Roll

34'

itt

59'

Gold Medal

Flour

35

Self-Rising Flour

Gold Medal

63c

Campbell's
TOMATO SOUP
is% sz.
130
ca.

,

1-111. cto.
Sue Throigked The Stor
Nutley

Margarine

1-1b.
ctn.

4/99,

Baking Mix

Bisquick

60-oz.
box

934

7-oz
bU

65

Mouth Wash

Listerine
Marvel

Saltines
Lower Prices h Items You Wait!
-——'

1-1b.
box

29'

Special Courses To Be Taught
At Freed-Hardeman This Summer
lien special one and two-week
simmer courses are being
(*armed for this spring and
glimmer at Freed-Hardeman
(*liege, according to Dr. David
Thorhas, Academic Dean.
to partipants on
l
:Available
.
dither a college credit or non-*edit basis, these courses are
being designed primarily for
*achers and older students, but
negular college students may also
*iron
Seminar topics and instructors
*clude a course on Neoby
taught
rentecostalism

who recently toured the Holy
Lands, and of special interest to
ministers and counselors will be
a course on counseling the
alcoholic, directed by Woodson
June 26-30 will afford an
opportunity to study drug abuse
under Dr. Eugene Hibbett, who
in
doctorate
his
holds
pharmaceutical chemistry.
Two courses offered during the
week of July 3-7 will be for two
hours of college credit. They are
systematic Bible study, taught by
Dr. Woods, and a reading and
study skills course for collegebound students.
Brad Brumley, F-HC's Dean of
Students and instructor of
a
education, will coordinate
family Bible worship entitled
"The Family Togetherness
Series." Designed for the entire
family the July 10-13 event will
feature numerous speakers, as
well as a variety of activities.
Closing out the special summer
seminars will be a two-week
course, July 10-21, machine
(touch) shorthand, designed for
secretaries, court reporters, and
business
of
teachers
secand
administration
retarial science courses. Miss
helps keep you Wynelle Hiten, F-HC secretarial
cool and calm
and
science
instructor
Stenograph consultant will teach
the workshop.
In addition to these special
short courses available this
summer, regular summer school
offerings will include numerous
classes in Bible, business
administration, education,
psychology, English,
1-oz size mathematics, musk, health, and
physical education, natural and
social sciences and speech.
For addtiional summer school
about • early
information
admissions work, which enables
to do some
students
school
high
college work between their junior
and senior years, or accelerated
graduation programs through
summer school courses, Contact
of
Dean
Oldham.
Heed
Admissions. F-HC

William Woodson, chairman F•
HC's Bible department, May 1519, and, on the same dates, a
course in ecology instructed by
Dr. Milton Tucker of the natural
science department.
Three seminars are being
planned for the week of May 28Taught by John
June I
Hollingsworth. of the social
sciences department, will be a
study of the American electoral
process. Persons interested in
archeology of the Bible lands
may study under Dr. Clyde
Woods, F-HC Bible instructor

Senate Urges Iodized Salt

"Inflation Fighters"
• .._
_
0_1_•_.•
•
YOUR KEY TO VALUE

FULTON, KY

114 LAKE STREET
ice-blue
\ 19

roll-on
deodorant and antiperspirant
"RN

•

the extra rich
shampoo

liquid

••
PREll mom gm
5-oz
size

PREI

..4111111111111121=51h6s

DY
'
HA
$
UNBREAKABLE
TUBE '
*•
PUSH
UTTON

00

foam -on style kit ... the home
permanent with the soft wave look
CIIIIII

It ., -- $15°
4

li

SCOPE

ORAL HYGIENIC YOU PAY ONLY
MOUTHWASH-100
'SCOPE
AND GARGLE$
-18-oz

Conceits Build
Fund AtUTNI
The Harry Neal Memorial
Fund is $1,565.60 richer today,
thanks to several recent- benefit
performances at the University
of Tennessee at Martin. The fund
was established early last year
and has grown to 62.965.49,
according to Bob G. Cole,
director of development.
More than 400 perking attended
a concert by pianist Allison
Nelson, widow of the former
UTM artist-in -residence, on
February 28. The concert raised
$1,060. Cole said.
Two concerts by the university
band and a performance by the
choral group netted another
84115.50.
-The Harry Neal Memorial
Fund has come a long way in a
short period of time," Cole said.
"Thanks for this rapid growth
goes to the students who
comprise the performing groups
at UTM and to the dedication of
the faculty and staff who want to
build the fund into an annual,
prestige scholarship for a
-talented, needy piano student."
The Kiwanis Club of Paris
helped to raise more than $400 by
selling tickets to the Allison
Nelson concert
The African Methodist Episcopal Church was founded in
1787.

PUBLIC SALE
FARM LAND AND EQUIPMENT

SATURDAY, MARCH 25th -10:00 A. N. 1972
Rain

or Shine

GLEASON, TENNESSEE
Sale will be held on taus farm 3 miles south west of Gleason. From Gleason follow the
Pillowsville Blacktop and turn east off blacktop onto Peace-Harmony Blacktop, take 1st
gravel to the right. Turn off the Greenfield and McKenzie highway 124, 6 miles out of
FOLLOW SALE ARROWS.
McKenzie onto gravel and proceed 1 mile to farm.
77 ACRE FARM
Improvements include this 3
bedroom brick with living
room, kitchen with built in oven
and range, dining room, utility
room and bath. Has carpeting
in living room and 3 bedrooms.
Also has 1 car carport. Has
new 12' x 12' frame storage
building with concrete floors,
has hot and cold water in building.
Barns include (1.) • 100' long
hog parlor, concrete floor and
automatic water. (2.) Concrete
farrowing barn that is 20' x 70'
with 20 farrowing stalls; has
cen'ral heat and air. (3.) 21' x
60 '-lock barn with gas heat,
e
barn is connected to barn
2. (4.) 2-poultry houses.
combination tool shed and
rn.
GRAIN BINS: 1 superior 4500
bushel bin with draft blower, 1
3000 bushel bin, 2 1400 bushel
bins.

(spring trip)
Ford 10' wheel disc
Arts-Way 300 feed mixer
John Deere 4 wheel trailer
New grain bed for trailer
(gravity type)
Emerson Electric welder-230
AMP.
Disc plow 3-pt. hitch
Ford Harrow
3-pt. hitch spray rig-4 row
1-45 bushel hog feeders
2 - 50 bushel hog feeders
58 Chevrolet 11/2 ton truck
with grain bed
57 Ford Ton Truck with
grain bed
Burch 4-row planter
40' auger on wheels
15' auger with 3 H. P. motor
10' auger
FARMING EQUIPMENT
Electric blower for grain bin
and
(66
2 - Ford 5000 tractors
sweep auger
67 model)
20 - Water and feed troughs
A. C. 4-row cultivator
4-60 bushel Pride of The Farm
Ford 909 Rotary mower
Hog Feeders
(like new)
2 - Ford 4 x 14" breaking plows 1-80 bushel hog feeder

Water supply is a new 4"
plastic well at barns and also
a well for the house.
NOTE: This is a well located
farm being close to town and
only Vs mile off the blacktop.
The land is all tillable except
the lots around the barns. After
ming all the improvements
listed above you can tell that
this farm is well equipped and
is ready for immediate occuborders
pancy. This farm
Spring Crook. If your interested
in high producing land with
excellent improvements than
attend this sale.
TERMS: 25% down day of
sale, balance within 45 days.

For Additional Inforn\ation Contact
Mrs. Irene Sasser, Owner — RI. 3, Gleason, Tennessee
MARVIN I. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

..
ki

Pair Charged
With Forgery,
Cold Checkinr,

PUBLIC SALE
Saturday, March 25, 1972 — 10 a. m.
Household — Curios — Collectibles
201 Reed St.

Fulton, Ky.

Have sold my home & moving to Apt.

Fulton

CANBERRA, Australia — New
In 1964 the cable car In San
In France, toy sales have more
laws now permit Canberra's hobecame an ofSets to open their bars on Sun- than quadrupled in the past dec- Fnukisco. Calif.,
national histmic
S.
U.
ficial
cent
per
rose
25
day and serve drinks from 11:30 ade and exports
landmark.
in 1970.
a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

1 III

Attend this "Buy with Confidence Sale"

Char -Ben Holstein Dispersal Sale
TUESDAY, MARCH 28, 1972— 10:00 A. M.
Rain or Shine — Sale under cover
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Sale will be held on the farm located 6 miles northwest of Fulton on Highway H. Turn
west on Highway Si at Vaughan's grocery, proceed 3 miles and turn north onto blacktop going up to dairy. Only three miles east of Cayce, Ky. Watch for sal* arrows.

Glamour Boy Dail. — At 3-10
319 days 14,700 lbs. Milk 4.0%
593 16. Fat. Fresh now, milking
65.5 lb. milk 3.7 test.
50 - Holstein Cows — 13 Registered. 48-In Production by
Sal* Day — Some Records over
26,000 lbs. of Milk.
2 - Registered Bulls — 1 is by
Fond Matt & a daughter of
Gr•yview Skyllmr who has a
record of 2-11 304d 16,740 M
554F
5 - Registered Heifers (Bred)
3 - Springing Heifers (Grade)
Registered Open Heifers
7
7 'Open Grad* Heifers
Registered Baby Calf
1
2 Grade Baby Calves
For more

Miss. Mary Moss Hales, Owner 472-1171

BREEDING:
Service Sires Are: —5 - Bred
to Recby Invenhde Dina Charm
6 - Bred to tbeala-Me Fend
Matt — 1 - Grade daughter of
Astronaut - Sells out of a dam
with this record 2 - 1 236d
15,780 M 500 F (This is an outstanding Show Prospect as a
Senior Yearling)
4 - D•us. of Fond Matt - Sell
1 - Daughter is out of a dam
21111•1
with this record 2
14,900 M 509 F (Excellent Show
Prospect, as Summer Senior)
3 - Paternal Sisters Sell - by
Rest-View Senator Elite - All
have made records over 13,000
lbs. of milk as 2-years old.

Most of the brooding In title
herd has been curtise & Select
Sires Breeding.
DHIA Records - This herd has
been on test for 6 years. 1971
Herd Average was 13,970 lbs.
of Milk & 510 lbs. of Fat. Present record is 13,532 M-303 F
3.7 Test.
1766 lbs. of AMP' Barre-1766
lbs. — Milking Equipment: SOO
gallon Zero Tank & Automatic
Washes., 4 - Delaval Milking
Units (fast ;type) & Pipeline
Delays! 75 Pump only 1 year
old. — Individual 141141th Certificates on each animal.

information, contact — CHAR - BEN DAIRY FARM
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bennett, owners

Col. Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer
Route 4, Fulton, Ky.

Phone (502) 472-3838. or

For More Information. Contact
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

901-822-3593 or 502-472-1371

Buy & Sell "The Ainley Auction Way"

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
Marvin Alexander, 587-4568

Graduate, Professional Service

587-3601
License Number 47
Wendell Alexander, 364-2255

First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
Mervin Alexander, 507-45611

567-3601
License Number 67
Wendell. Alexander, 364-2155

SPECIALS 1 WEEK ONLY
CASH & CARRY
$289 4 x8 Fr SI=

M
$385
Light Elm
$495
Birch
Old World
Antique Birch $495
Panel $2994"
$495
Bronze Panel
Adobe Panel $4954.
Whit
Walnut Lauan
ed. Lauan

4 x 8 rr. SHEIT

4xs-rr. SHEET

Valley
Forge

4 x 8 - FT. SHEET

A cad°11INYL
"

FT SBEET

4 x8 FT SHEET

e

Lauan

FT SHEET

8 rr snErr
.
450
$

Fr
$4954aSHEET

OTHER PANELS
ON SALE

VINYL MOULDINGS
TO MATCH

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,INC.
501 WALNUT STREET

I \\,
Fairly
Enterp
Curbak
came so
communit
florists be
the comp
council p
law Rime(
vendors o

77. REGISTERED AND HIGH-GRADE HOLSTEINS
SELL IN DISPERSION

$100

16-oz Size

1

services associated with state
institutions.
The resolution, introduced by
Sen Michael Moloney, D-Lexington, Joe Stacy, D-West LibertN, Clyde Middleton, R-Covington, and Georgia Davis, DLouisville, notes that results of
a 1968-e9 nutrition survey in the
state revealed the prevalence
er
of goiter had reached endemic
Harry Lynn Walker and his proportions, especially among
wife, Bonnie L. Walker, both of females.
Sedalia, are free on bond after Iodized salt is recognized as
being arrested by the Graves an effective and economical
County Sheriff's office earlier meant; of preventing simple
this week on charges of forgery goiter due to iodine deficiency.
and cold checking.
The resolution also cornAccording to the officers who mends the Kentucky Dietetic
arrested them, Bonnie Walker association and the Kentucky
was arrested for forgery and Nutrition Council for their leadcold checking and her husband ership role in improving the nuwas charged with cold checking. trition of state residents.
He alledgedly issued bad checks
The energy released in moonin Calloway County, South Fulquakes is about 100 million times
ton, Tenn., Graves County "
less than in earthquakes.
McCracken County.

has
Senate
The Kentucky
passed a resolution urging all
Kentucky families to use iodized salt and recommending
that the same be used in food
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Fairly Free Private
Enterprise
Curbside flower vendors became so numerous in a certain
community that the regular
florists began to complain about
the competition. Finally, the city
council passed a tough licensing
law aimed at knocking the street
vendors out of business.

Mway 94. Turn
rlti onto blackarrows.

[TINS
breeding In

this

en curthis & Select
no.
dc - This herd has
t for 6 years. 1971
eo was 13,970 lbs.
0 lb.. ef Pat. Pres113,532 M-503 F &

AMPI Bao•-1766
rig Equipment: SOO
Tank & Automatic
- Delay& Milking
typo) & Pipeline
Pump only 1 year
rldual Health Coeach animal.

r FARM

Or

SALES

umber 47
1-2855

ttention Getting Savin

Sales, Use Tax
Receipts Rose
First 8 Months

But when the new law was
tested in court, it was held null
and void. The court said the city
simply had no power to regulate
a business as harmless as selling
flowers.
Private enterprise, while not
wholly free, still has considerable vitality. A city's "police
power" does not include blanket
authority over all kinds of business activities, just because they
happen to be within the city
limits.
On the other hand, a city may
indeed impose restraints on a
business that has a real potential
for harm.
Consider the case of a man
who started a telephone answering service. According to a city
ordinance, he and his employees
were supposed to submit to photographing and fingerprinting.
Challenging the ordinance, the
man said it was unfair to "single
us out."
But a court saw two ways in
which a telephone answering
service could be harmful:
I) by the misuse of confidential information about
subscribers; and
2) by the encouragement of
immoral activities.
Upholding the city's requirements, the court said:
"There is a reasonable basis
for distinguishing this type of
business from others that are not
regulated."
Another ordinance, covering
west still
fu91164lic1thtlier its ?"temis,0 sae),
had to put up a special bond and
get a character clearance from
the police department.
But again, a court decided
there were enough possibilities
for mischief in this line of work
to justify the city in taking precautions. As one judge put it:
"A statute to promote the public safety is valid, although it
may interfere with individual
freedom. Individual freedom
must yield to the public good."

LADIES'

Sales and use tax receipts for
the first eight fiscal months of
this year were up 10.8 per cent
over the corresponding period
last year, the state reported
Friday.
The total collected was 8211.3
million of which more than $2
million was attributed to an vire day's processing in February.
The state also reported individual income tax receipts for
the period rose 23 per cent and
corporate income tag collections gained 28.9 per cent.
It said both increases also
partly were due to processing
procedures.

BLOUSES
KNIT SHIRTS 354
T0433
266 To 354
Knit shirts in your favorite
styles. Choose from long or
short sleeve in solids or
prints. Shoe lace tie
fronts, mock turtle
neck, mandarin
neck or crew neck.
Sizes 32-38, or
small, medium,
large.

Dressy and casual
blouses in blends
of rayon/cotton,
avril/ polyester and
dacron/cotton. Assortment of collar
styles. Lace ruffles or tuck fronts.
Sizes 32-38 in
assorted colors.

So MUCH_ . .
or so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5c per word
to reach
8,500 Homes I

VALUES
TO 4.99

INCOMg,'nA.X returns prepared; 98 years experience
Call John W. Bostick, 207 Third
Street. Fultoa; Phone 4724&47.
BEAN AVON REPRESENTATIVE! Its an easy way to
make money and have fun In
your free hours. 0311 898-2708
or write Margaret Taylor, Boot
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

KNIT TOPS

WENT Wheelchair& trotting
and otter convalescent aids at
CITY 81.7PER DRUG 4011 Labe
IC
Fulton, Ky,

266

WANTED!
Ow

JAMAICA
SHORT
SETS

With Square Tires

Short sleeve 100% nylon knit
tops. Mock turtle neck, crew
neck or long pointed collar
with button front. Solids
and prints. Small, me'turn. large.
fla

I

I 2TREFLTRUID i
1

Balanced(
i Wheels
.
.

COMPARE AT 3.99

finCELS ALIGNED(

City Tire Co.
1,1 W.State Line
II. Fuleas -

88

11P401111.

I

rk. 4794741

Rigid 10-oz. denim flare leg jeans with
patch pockets and snap or button fly.
White. Denim, new blue, red and camel.
Sizes 5-15.

JARMAN HASTHE
NEWEST
LOOK I\
TWO-TONES

Two piece sleeveless
100% nylon Jamaica
sets. Choose front front
lacing top with contrasting trim and solid shorts
or tank top with diagonal stripe and solid
shorts. Assorted colors.
Sizes 10-18.

SUPER
SAVINGS
AT

BIG K!
SHEER NYLON

PANTY
HOSE

PANT
SUITS
AT
SUPER

Er's I

SAVE
PRICES

Super
stretch
panty hose
fit like skin.
Two sizes,
smallmedium
and longextra long.
Six new
spring
colors

r
LADIES'

SLACK SETS
WONDERLON

... and jarman's newest
look in two-tones is also the
newest look in two textures
(shiny crinkle patent
compatibly mated with
easy-to-clean Aztran). See
us to enjoy this newest straight
tip look — and larman's traditional
"wear-tested" comfort, too.

An Easter assortment
of pant suits in 90/
10 polyester/rayon or
75/25 polyester/
rayon. All sleeveless,
some with mock
turtle neck, placket
front, jewel neck and
mankeyholspit
darin neck. Blue,
and shrimp.
SIzes 8-16.

AWARE
12.99

PANTY HOSE

COMPARE AT 14.99

DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
$533
Trim fitting 100% Polyester double knit slacks. Choose from
chevron weave Sr crepe stitch. Flare leg with eight dart sit
on waistband. Sizes I - 113 in navy, brown, poppy, blue,
green sod white.

COMPARE AT _

$6.99

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE
ST RE HOUR

UNION CITY, TENN
IA HAY MAU SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM

COMPARE
AT
4.99

tt.e. C1TOICE

Mk ROAST

PORK CHOPS
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

U.S. CHOICE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.79t

LB.

Lb. 99c

PORK CHOPS
PORK QUARTER SLICED

ROAST

LOIN

LB.

LB.

BREAKFAST

ENGLISH CUT

FRANKS
LB* 5
9
C

5 ,Bs.$

OLEO
JU
TOMATOES
BREAD
SPREAD
LINERS
SHORTENING
CATSUP 17
PEACHES
BEETS

FRESH ALL BEEF

69

HAMBURGER
CHUCK

SAVE ON QUALITY TABLE SETTINGS
CASTILIAN CASUAL.

THANK YOU TOMATO
ICE
303 size

16 oz. loaf

The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinnerware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
with a minimum purchase. Build your set while
you save!
EACH
PLACE
with every
SETTING
$5 purchase
PIECE
Oil
our plan
JUST

2

5
2box,
For $1

For

itthfiTEX

STOKELY'S BIG TOMATO

STOKELY'S

2 1/2 size

STOKELY'S CUT

16 oz.

0%
k

99

3l
ca 34%
4N 1
3
5Fors1l

29 oz.
303 size

3
3
4

lb.

For $1 q
1

GOLDEN BOUQUET

24

303 size 17 oz.

APPLESAUCE 5Fors1
SWEEPSTAKE 15-oz. CAN

COLD

KARAT
Electroplated

4 For _ _ _ $1.00

n

$1.17

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
We Accept U.S. Gov't.
Food Stamps

CBARBE
ICCUE
HKENS
LB 690
VEG- ALL MIXED

5m $1

VEGETABLES
TOWELS 3ROL41
WHIP
A
TISSUE 4
HI-C
CHIPS
GATORADE
49
FOOD
k
STRAWBERRIES?.
k LETTUCE
nnreciu
KRAFT MIRACLE

QT.

CHARMIN BATHROOM

59c
3t

Weal DINNER KNIFE
Fourth
TEASPOON
Week
"
Ft
SALAD FORK M
mese

Twin
Pack

4th week
with every
$5 purchase
on our plan

Rim p PonVisso

N
I „Sys*
svcs5

with eech
WAN.
aRk— trim solo
purekeek
Tie above Aims will be seld MINIM SWIM 1.11111
eat ia die mess tbirs are tedured. lidimbed*
Le us)times firs WSW 1$ melt.

TRAILBLAZER DOG

aph

Start ow sat Moo awl nes purl kris a
cemplete

FRESH FANCY LOUISIANA

sink sech
eird DINNER PLATE tli
Week
29cis maps
hsud
wedi DESSERT DISH

2 29csr"'ma*

II ' COFFEE CUP 51'j
"
Weil
29C Sivdittclirse,
with sub
SAUCER
1.111.
Weal
...7cis purchase
Ovoid 6 Sutter
PLATE

pus
Week

a

Aidsc with sod

m 65 oordsaeo

Re above Itsois will be sekl et Ow solid orlon
la Ile woks they ere tostoret This IOW*
will via b ti•es to a total el tlhosebs.

Your No. 1 Quality Stamp Coupons You Received In The
Paper This Weeli Are Good For

300 Quality Stamps
JELLO

STOKELY'S

10c

Box

ICE MILK

14-0Z. BOTTLE

TOMATO CATSUP

4 For _ _ _ $1.00

390 BAGS

10-30 gal.
containers

1/2 Gallon

IVORY
LIQUID

49c

TOMATO SAUCE

WITH THIS COUPON
AND ADDITIONAL
$7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK
AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS

8 For _ _ _ _ $1.00

bottle
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY MARCH 23rd THRU WEDNESDAY MARCH 29th

JAMES SONS/

1
`7

"MAXI-SAVINGS"
d

EACH 230

k

KRAFT FRENCH

8 oz.
bottle

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
LIPTON

INSTANT

TEA

$1.04

3-oz.

590 TREET
CAN

STOKELY'S

Sill! WI1JJIET

$29t

NICE FIRM FANCY

ARMOUR

TOTEM TRASH

12 oz.
can

9

STOKELY'S

$W pear set leder see wee peril bees a
eesolote serdee.
_
hrs.—
TEASPOON
VS,,09c ss
vi4
Viola
=
iseada
a. swispeg
vir DINNER FORK L1%!9c
Ir

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

Gallon

5FoRS1

SANDWICHES

25 lbs.

SEALDSWEET ORANGE

E. W. JAMES & SONS

SWEET MILK

9c

EACH
PLACE
SETTING
PIECE
JUST

rn
BISCUITS Ocans3UC JUICE
HYDE PARK

TABLEWARE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

JACK MACKERAL

Lb. $1.49

BARBECUE
BARBECUE

WONDER POT ATOE

Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electroplate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
diff6tent place setting piece each week at our
low price with a minimum purchase.

- Double Quality Stamps 1
i
On Wednesda
STOKELY'S

BEEF

ORANGE AND GRAPE DRINK
46 oz.
can

lb.790

20 per
box

Lb. $1.49

BARBECUE

r°1184
9C

LEARFIELD IMITATION
CHEESE

TUFFIES STANDARD TRASH CAN

Lb. 99c
$1.00

5For

KLEENEX JUMBO PAPER

DINNERWARE

(qt. decanter) qt.

ALLEN'S

CUTLETS
HAMBURGERS

B.590

Lb. 59c
STEAK
Lb. 8k
U.S. Choice Beef Cut And Wrapped For Freezer
Lb. 69c RIBS (20 - 30 lbs.)
Lb. 99c
CHUCKS (60 - 90 lbs.)
ROUNDS (70 - 90 lbs.)___ Lb. 89c Hind Quarters (150 - 200 lbs.) Lb.89c
LOIN BUTTS (20 -251bs.)_ Lb. 89c Fore Quarters (150 -200 lbs.) Lb. 59c
Lb. 69c
FULL LOINS (40-50 lbs.) Lb. $1.25 SIDES (275 -325 lbs.)

LITTLE CHIEF

MARBEL STICK

Lb. 59c

CHOPS

Lb 79t

ROAST

PORK

SLAB BACON

Lb. 89c

Lb. 79c

RIBS

WHOLE OR HALF

LOIN CUT

'15AINT $2
99

COUNTRY STYLE

Lb. 69c

SLICED BACON

Lb. 69c

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK

41YDE PARK

3

790

SLAB

CENTER CUT

CHUCK ROAST
U. S. CHOICE
ARM - ROAST

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PKIRCFYNTCESD

SLICED BACON

CENTER
CUT
LB.

18720.0,40 10,

I Fulton,Ky. Thursday, March

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

500

12 oz.

STOKELY'S

SWEET PICKLES

22-oz.

59c

We Accept U.S. Gov't.
Food Stamps
Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
WITH THIS COOPOte

MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT

COFFEE 10-oz.
Offer

$1.37

Expiree March 29, 1972

One Coupon Per

Family

